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A. General Introduction to Bacteriopha.Ee Lambda
The bacteriophages form a diverse collection of viruses that
multiply in bacterial cells. Lambda (X) is one of the varieties of
bacteriophages which multiply in Escherichia coli and was first
discovered by E. Lederberg (1951).
(a) Structural features of X
Mature particles of bacteriophage X. are composed of about
equal amounts of protein and DNA (Hershey and Dove, 1971). Each
phage contains one double-stranded DNA molecule encapsulated in an
icosahedral head, which is about 50 nm (0.05 y.m) in diameter. Pro-
jecting from the head is a flexible tubular tail, which is about
150 nm (0.15,*Am) long, and terminates with a tail fiber for adsorpt-
ion (Kellenberger and Edgar, 1971).
The DNA extracted from-mature phage particles of the .X papa
strain has a molecular weight of 30.8 x 106 daltons, corresponding to
46,500 nucleotide pairs (Davidson and Szybalski, 1971). The base
composition of the Je DNA is made up of the usual four bases. However,
methylated nucleotides, 5-methylcytosine (5MC) and 6-methylaminopurine
(6MAP) have also been found in the 3._ phage DNA molecules (Gough and
Lederberg, 1966 Ledinko, 1964 Hidalgo and Nash, 1972).
2(b) Life cycle
Lambda is an obligatory parasite, the phage particle itself
is metabolically inert. Phage development begins when a X particle
attaches to the bacterial surface receptor by the tail fiber, and
injects its DNA molecule into the host cell. Lambda is a temperate'
phage and, hence, can multiply in one of three ways:
1. In production growth, the injected X DNA molecule directs the
synthesis of numerous products these promote replication of the
phage DNA, assembly of the phage heads and tails, packaging of the
DNA into mature phage particles, and eventual lysis of the cell.
At 37°-it takes about 40 min to complete a lytic cycle, and about
100 infective progeny phage particles are produced.
2. Lambda DNA can also persist in a symbiotic form, as a prophage, by
linearly integrating into the host cell geriome. In the resulting
lysogenic bacterium (or lysogen) the prophage is replicated passive-
ly as an integral part of the bacterial DNA. To attain lysogeny,
the injected .A DNA must first direct the synthesis of products
that promote its insertion into the genome of the host. Next, it
turns on the synthesis of the repressor, which blocks transcription
of those genes responsible for autonomous X DNA replication and
most other phage functions, especially those lethal to the host.
A lysogen becomes defective when some of the essential prophage or
host genes are inactivated or deleted. In cryptic lysogens, the
active repressor is not produced, but additional defects must
prevent the loss of prophage or death of the lysogen. Any segment
3of the. DNA molecule can persist as an integral part of the host
genome, provided that the incompatible functions are absent (for
review, see Echols, 1971b, 1972 Gottesman and Weisberg, 1971
Herskowitz, 1973).
3. Under special conditions the Xgenome, or its fragment containing
the replication genes autoregulated by the cro product, can persist
and multiply in the ''carrier'' host in a nonintegrated form as
plasmids (Chow et al., 1974; Matsubara and Kaiser, 1968 Berg,
1974 Matsubara and Takeda, 1975).
(c) genes
genes can be divided into several groups according to their
functions. The members of each group are clustered together on the
linkage map and express sequentially (Fig. 1).
Genes A, W, Nut, C, Nu3 (or hP), D, E, FI and F II1. Head genes
are all required for normal in vivo formation of the functional phage
head and the cohesive m.m' ends of .k DNA by cutting at the cos site(Te
function) (Boklage et al., 1973;Campbell, 1971 Casjens, 1974 Feiss
and Campbell, 1974 Kellenberger and Edgar, 1971 Murialdo and Simino-
vitch, 1971 Yarmolinsky, 1971 Kohn et al., 1977). Gene A codes for a
protein which has Ter activity in vitro (Wang and. Kaiser, 1973 Becker
and Gold, 1975 Becker et al., 1977a b Sternberg arid Weisberg, 1977a)
Genes D and E code for two major capsid proteins (Murialdo and Simino-
vitch, 1971, 1972a b). Gene D product is also required for lambda
DNA cutting and packing (Sternberg and Weisberg, 1977b). Genes B and
C specify minor capsid proteins (Hendrix and Casjens, 1975). The C
protein is cleaved during. head assembly and fused to an equimolar
4amount of a cleaved fragment of the E protein (Hendrix and Casjens,
1974b). Gene FII codes for a capsid protein that joins the head to
the tail (Boklage et al., 1973, 1974; Casjens, 1974). A function
coded by gene W is needed for this FII-promoted reaction, but no W
product was found. in the finished capsids (Cas j ens et al., 1972).
Genes Nul, Nut and Nu3 were identified by Fuerst and Bingham
(Murialdo and Sirninovitch, 1972a&b).
Genes Z, U, V, G, T, H, M, L, K, I, J are2. Tail genes
required for the formation of the phage tail (Campbell, 1971 Katsura
and Kuhl, 1975). Gene V codes for a major tail protein (Murialdo
and Siminovitch, 1971). Gene U controls the length of the tail
(Murialdo and Siminovitch, 19.72a b). The H protein is cleaved to
give tail component t2(H) (Hendrix and Casjens, 1974a). Gene J
determines the host specificity (h host range mutations) and a tail
antigen (Campbell, 1971 Kellenberger and Edgar, 1971).
Gene int codes for an enzyme that controls3. Recombination genes
prophage integration at the att site (Gottesman and Weisberg, 1971
Gottesman and Yarmolinsky, 1968). Gene xis codes for an enzyme that,
in conjunction with the int product, controls prophage excision
(Kaiser and Masuda, 1970 Guarneros and Echols, 1970).
exo (red of) codes for the Xexonuclease which promotes general
recombination and J. growth in recA and Feb- hosts. Gene (3 (red 3.)
codes for a protein that, in conjunction with the exo product, promotes
5general recombination. The product of gene (gam) inhibits the host
recBC-coded nuclease. (Barta et al., 1974; Zissler et al., 1971).
Genes N, cI, cII, cIII, rex, and cro4. Early control genes
are required for early control of 入 development. N gene protein acts
as a positive regulator by counteracting the rho-dependent termination
of transcription at the t termination sites (Roberts, 1969, 1971
Couturier et al., 1973).
cI gene codes for the 入 repressor, which binds to the OL and
OR operators and blocks the initiation of transcription from the
promoters PL and PR, respectively (Ptashne, 1971). Therefore,
expression of cI gene favors the lysogenic pathway.
The product of gene rex inhibits the growth of an unrelated
E. coli phages, including T4rII (Eisen and Ptashne, 1971 Ptashne, 1971
Mark and Szybalski, 1973), T51r (lambda repressed) (Jacquemin-Sablon
and Lanni, 1973) and Tl (Christensen and Geiman, 1973). 入 rex gene
also playes a role in regulating lysis (Campbell and Rolfe, 1975
Rolfe and Campbell, 1977).
The proteins of genes cII and cIII promote, upon phage infection,
early expression of genes cI and rex. The cII and cIII products are
required for the establishment but not the maintenance of lysogeny
(Eisen and Ptashne, 1971 Reichardt and Kaiser, 1971 Reichardt, 1975a).
cII and cIII proteins also stimulate the integrative recombination by
6promoting transcription of the int gene (Katzir et al., 1976 Court
et al., 1977 Kotewicz et al., 1977 Chung and Echols, 1977).
Gene cro (tof, ai or fed) in the x region coding for the so-
called ''antirepressor'' with three ''repressing'' functions: the
Tof (turn-off left) function which depresses transcription initiated
from PL promoter (the L2 scription) (Pero, 1970 Franklin, 1971) the
Ai (anti-immunity) function which blocks the Prm-promoted transcription
(the Ll scription) (Eisen et al., 1970 Reichardt, 1975a b) and
Tor (turn-off right) function which depress the PR-promoted transcript-
ion (the R1 scription) (Szybalski et al., 1970 Takeda et al., 1975).
These functions are caused by the binding of cro protein with 入 DNA at
the 0L, and 0R operator sites, respectively (Eisen and Ptashne, 1971
Szybalski, 1974). Phage 入 cl+cro- does not form plaques, and phage
cI cro or 入 cII- cro- plate with low efficiencies (Folkmanis et al.,
1977 Eisen and Ptashne, 1971).
The products of 入 genes 0 and P are5. DNA replication genes
required for the initiation of. DNA replication Ogawa and Tomizawa,
1968 Dove et al., 1971 Stevens et al., 1971 Hayes and Szybalski,
1973). It has been suggested that genes 0 and P code for an endo-
nucleolytic nicking activity (Freifelder and Kirschner, 1971 Kaiser,
1971). The 0 function appears to be cis dominant in the absence of N
protein (Kleckner, 1977). The on acts as the site where replication
is initiated and proceeds bidirectionally (Dove et al., 1971 Kaiser,
1971 Stevens et al., 1971 Rambach, 1973). Rightward transcription
of the ori region is required for X  DNA replication (Dove et al., 
1971). The oop RNA synthesized from Pq promoter has been suggested 
to prime the initiation of IN. replication (Hayes and Szybalski, 1973?
1973).
6. Late control genes The -X_ § gene protein acts as a positive
regulator by permitting the late rightward transcription initiated
from the P'R promoter (Echols, 1971a; Couturier et al., 1973). It has 
been suggested that the $ protein is not required for initiation of 
late transcription by RNA polymerase; it may function instead by prevent­
ing termination at the site that follows the late promoter P'R (Roberts, 
1975; Sklar et al., 1975).
7. Cell lysis genes Three X  genes, S, R and rex, are known to
be involved in the lysis of the host cell.
The S gene protein is required to damage the cell membrane 
(Campbell, 1971; Goldberg and Howe, 1969) and might be negatively 
regulated by the product of gene rex (Campbell and Rolfe, 1973; Rolfe 
and Campbell, 1977). The gene R codes for the X  endolysin. Its endo- 
peptidase activity cleaves the amino-carboxyl cross-link between the 
diaminopimelic acid and D-alanine residues in the murein component of 
the bacterial cell wall (Taylor, 1971).
Fig. 1 A genetic and molecular map of bacteriophage lambda ( ) of
Escherichia coli . The shaded arrows define the orientation
of transcription for the indicated operons or scriptions Ll,
L1', L2, L3, R1, R2, lit, and oop. dvl refers to the frag-
ment of DNA that replicates as an autonomous circular
plasmid. The complementary strands of DNA are referred to by
1 and r. Strand 1 is transcribed leftward (counter-clockwise)
and has a 5'-G at its left cohesive (m) terminus. Strand r is
transcribed rightward (clockwise) and has a 5'-A at its right
cohesive (m') terminus (after Szybalski, 1976).
9B. Control of Trancription in Bacteriophage Lambda
As mentioned previously, there are two developmental pathways
accessible to the temperate bacteriophage): lytic and lysogenic.
In the lytic pathway, the viral DNA replicates independently of the
host DNA and new virus particles are produced and released by lysis
of the host cell. In the lysogenic pathway, the X genome interrupts
its own lytic development, integrates into the host DNA, and with its
lytic genes turned off replicates passively with the host chromosome.
In both lytic and lysogenic pathway, ,genes are expressed in
an orderly sequence. The purpose of this section is to introduce the
manner in which this sequence is brought about (for more details, see
Herskowitz, 1 913).
(a) Transcription in the lyticj_pajll-LaL
The RNA synthesis of1. Positive control_byNene product
phage .X destined to enter the lytic cycle can be divided into three
classes. In the first of these, RNA synthesis can occur in the absence
of both protein synthesis and N product. It is called ''immediate
early'' RNA and contains two transcripts: one initiated from the
promoter PL, transcribing the N gene from the 1 strand and terminating
at terminator site tLl between N and cIII the other beginning at PR,
transcribing the cro gene from the r strand and stopping at tR1 between
cro and cII. After the production of the N product, transcription can
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then take place from the cIII through int region of the 1 strand,
and from the cII through _q region of the r strand (Fig. 2). This RNA
is known as ''delayed early'' RNA. The N gene product functions to
remove the transcriptional blocks at the termination sites tL, tRl,
and tD2. But how does N do it?
A general model for transcriptional termination has recently
been proposed (see Adhya et al., 1976). According to this model, rho
factor coded by the E. coli gene suA (Richardson et al., 1975 Ratner
1976a b Richardson, 1977) binds with the untranslated RNA exposed
by the absence of ribosomes. rho factor then moves along the RNA in
the 5' to 3' direction, perhaps at the expense of ATP hydrolysis
(Lowery-Goldhammer and Reichardson, 1974 Howard and deCrombrugghe,
1976 Galluppi et al., 1976). It subsequently directs the RNA poly-
merase to stop transcription at specific termination sites. According
to this model, the N protein remove the transcriptional blocks by bind-
to RNA polymerase and/or ribosomes (Epp and Pearson, 1976 Franklin
and Yanofsky, 1976 Franklin, 1974) to interfere with the rho factor
action.
The third phase of RNA synthesisZ. Positive control by_Q product
occurs late after infection, and results in the synthesis of x1'A
complementary to the r strand of the S-R and the A-J regions. These
two regions are covalently linked because of circle formation via the
' 'sticky'' (complementary single-stranded) ends and joining with DNA
ligase (Yarmolinsky, 1971). Synthesis of RII A from this region is posit-
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ively controlled by the 2 gene product.
It has been suggested that the Q protein is not required for
the initiation of late transcription from late promoter P by RNA
polymerase. The Q product may function by preventing termination of
the 6S RNA (Sklar et al., 1975) initiated from PR'. This termination
site is located between genes Q and S (Roberts, 1975). The mechanism
of action of 2 product is similar to that of the N product.
In order to ensure the3. Negative regulation of cro protein
lytic response., transcription of cI gene coding for 入 repressor should
be inhibited. The cro gene is responsible for this inhibition. cro
product represses ci transcription in two ways: firstly by directly
preventing repressor-promoted cI transcription from Prm, and secondly
by directly inhibiting early leftward transcription from PL and early
rightward transcription from PP to repress cIII and cII synthesis,
respectively thus indirectly preventing transcription of cI from/
extended from the P re -promoter which is activated by cII and cIII
--products.
These inhibitions are caused by the binding of cro protein with
A ,DNA at the operator sites. The cro protein appears to bind to the







tLl L tRl tR2
pR
cIII N CI R cro cII 0 P Q_
cro product
Fig. 2 Positive and negative control of early transcription.
Initiation of RNA synthesis occurs at promoters PL and PR
unless prevented by repressor binding at operators 0L and 0R,
respectively. The action of N product is to allow transcript-
ion beyond the three sites indicated, provided that the preced-
ing region has already been transcribed. Negative control is
indicated by heavy arrows, positive control by light arrows,
and transcription by broken arrows. The early region is also
negatively controlled by the cro product.
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(b) Transcription in the_1 so enic Pathway
Recently, it1. Positive control_ b cIII and cII Eene Products
has been suggested that cIII and cII act at two different promoters to
achieve the coordinated expression of the int and cI genes, and thereby
ensure the successful establishment of iysogeny (Katzir et al., 1976)
Recent studies have suggested that the(i) int transcription.
weak leftward promoter PI might be located in the xis gene to the right
of int (Echols, 1975 Shimada and Campbell, l974). The transcription
of int gene initiated at the PI promoter is activated by cII and cIII
products (Katzir et al., 1976 Court et al., 1977 Chung and Echols,
1977 Kotewicz et al., 1977).
Presently, three(ii) cI transcription (the establishment mode).
models account for the initiation of establishment transcription of
cI gene (Fig. 3):
(1) The establishment transcription is initiated at the promoter Pre
which is activated by cII and cIII gene products (Reichardt and Kaiser,
1971'Echols and Green, 1971 Spiegelman et al., 1972 Reichardt, 1975a)
(2) The normal and efficient termination of the 77 nucleotide o op
RNA is located at the terminator to (Howard et al., 1977). It maps
in the on region to the right and adjacent to cII. The cII and cIII
gene products overcome this termination, and extend the oop RNA into a
long 1-strand transcript which continues across genes cII-J-cro-cI-rex
(Honigman et al., 1975 Roberts et al., 1976 Honigman et al., 1976)
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(3) The establishment transcription is similar to the synthesis of
lit RNA (Hayes and Szybalski, 1973 Hayes, submitted). It is initiated
and controlled, like lit, from a start site downstream (perhaps not
very far) from to. Like lit, it has no apparent physical connection to
the oop transcript, however, the synthesis of both RNAs require the
same E. coli and 入. replication proteins and an active ori site. In
addition, its synthesis requires an unspecified activity of the cII,
cIII products and is blocked by cro product (Hayes and Hayes, submitted),
It has been seen that cIII and cII products act positively to
control cI transcription. There is evidence that they may also exert
a negative control upon late gene transcription (Echols, 1972 McMacken
et al., 1970 Court et al., 1975). It is possible that the leftward
入 repressor establishment transcription activated by cII and cIII
traverses the early rightward transcription from PR in the anti-sense
direction, and hence reduces r-strand transcription (Szybalski et al.,
1970 Tsui and Mark, 1976).
The factor responsible2. Negative regulation by 入 repressor.
for the inhibition of 入 RNA synthesis is a repressor produced by the
cI gene. The repressor binds to two operators, called OL and OR, and
blocks initiation of transcription at the corresponding promoters PL
and PR. Repressor bound to OL blocks leftward transcription of gene
N, and repressor bound to OR blocks rightward transcription of the gene
variously called cro or tof (for review, see Chadwick et al., 1970
Ptashne, 1971).
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Fig. 3 Models for control of repressor establishment transcription.
Two models for function of the cII and cIII products are shown.
The first model (la) suggests cII and cIII activate establish-
ment transcription from a site in the y-region, Pre, or (lb)
from a site in the ori region to the right of the imm2l marker
yet slightly downstream from the termination point, to, for
oop transcription. The second model suggests the cII, cIII
products overcome the termination of oop RNA at to (Hayes and
Szybalski, 1973). This model suggests the oop RNA serves as
a leader sequence for establishment transcription. The cII
and cIII products antiterminate oop transcription by either
(2a) interacting with the DNA at to or (2b) by forming a
complex with RNA polymerase which ignores the termination
signal, to. cro (or tof) product blocks the activation of
repressor establishment transcription. (After Hayes and
Hayes, submitted)
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MODELS FOR CONTROL OF REPRESSOR ESTABLISHMENT
TRANSCRIPTION
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(c) Transcription in theprophage state
In the uninduced prophage about 80% of the transcription
from the 1 strand originates within the immunity region (cI-rex mRNA),
2% is from the onr region, and the remainder is distributed between
the int and b2 regions (Hayes and Szybalski, 1973). In the prophage
state, repressor synthesis is independent of genes cII and cIII, and
establishment promoter. In the maintenance mode of repressor synthesis
the cI gene apparantly is transcribed from a second promoter (Prm
located between ci and cro. In addition, in this mode, repressor
synthesis is positively and negatively controlled by repressor itself.
Both the 入 operators OLSelf-re u1a tion of cItranscription
and OR contain multiple, nonidentical repressor binding sites (Maniatis
and Ptashne, 1973a b Maniatis et al., 1973). In the operator OR,
there are three repressor binding sites 0Rl, 0R2 and 0R3 (Fig. 4).
These sites are 17 base pairs long and are separated by spacers 3 to
7 base pairs long (Maniatis et al., 1975 Ptashne et al., 1976 Humayun
et al., 1977). They differ slightly in sequence and function from each
other OR1 binds repressor more strongly than OR2 or OR3. Sequences
recognized by RNA polymerase for rightward transcription, PR, are located
within 0R1 and 0R2
At low concentrations repressor will be bound preferentially to
OR1. This has the dual effect of preventing RNA polymerase from binding
to PR, and of stimulating the binding of RNA polymerase at Prm On the
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other hand, higher repressor concentration will fill 0R2, and right-
ward transcription from PR is further repressed. At very high repressor
concentration 0R3 is filled and transcription of cI ceases. This
inhibition might be due to the competition between repressor and RNA
polymerase for binding to DNA at the Prm promoter site (for review, see
Walz et al., 1976 Ptashne et al., 1976 Meyer et al., 1975).
Why is repressor synthesis subject to negative and positive
autoregulation in lysogens? It is because it is important to maintain
repressor concentration over a rather narrow range in lysogen. Too much.
repressor would make it difficult for the phage to induce under emergency
conditions, and too little repressor would put the lysogen at risk of
inducing unnecessarily. Therefore, the amount of repressor in lysogens









Fig. 4 A simplified map of the lambda operator OR and transcriptional
patterns in a portion of the 入 genome. To the right of CI
are three repressor binding sites 0R1 OR2 and 0R3. The
arrows show the directions of transcription of genes cro, cTI,
cI, and rex. Genes cI and rex are transcribed either from tbo
promoter P rm in lysogens or from/extended from P re after piage
infection of nonlysogens. PR represents the rightward promoter.
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II. Regeatinng Genes in Biological System
In recent years, molecular, cytological, and genetic techniques
have combined to show that many genes repeat themselves from one to
several thousand times in the eukaryotic cells. Repeated sequences
occur widely and probably universally in the DNA of eukaryotic cells,
while there are few repeated DNA sequences in the genome of prokaryons.
Here, five types of repeating genes including untranslated and translated
genes (structural genes) have been well documented (for more details,
see Flamm, 1972 Tartof, 1975).
A. Untranslated Genes
(a) The genes for ribosomal RNA
The ribosomes of all cells have two subunits of unequal size.
In eukaryotic ribosomes the subunits have sedimentation coefficients
of 60S and 40S. The 60s subunits contains 5S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA
molecules. The 40S subunit contains one molecule of 18S rRNA. Both
subunits contain a large number of different polypeptide chains.
The genes for the ribosomal KNAs alternate wittl spacer sequences
within the nucleolar DNA of eukaryotes (Spring et al., 1974, 1976
Trendelenburg et al., 1974, 1976 Berger and Schweiger, 1975; Foe et al.,
1976 Dawid and Wellauer, 1976). The ultimate products are 28S, 18S
and 5.8S RNA, which are transcribed in a single precursor molecule
20
(Reeder et al., 1976; Scheer et al., 1977).
The ribosomal gene is repeated extensively within the haploid
genome of most eukaryotes. The number of rDNA per haploid genome is
140 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Schweizer et al., 1969) and 130-250
in Drosophila (Tartof, 1971). In Xenopus and HeLa cells, the number
of ribosomal gene is 400-600 and 300 per haploid genome respectively
(Birnstiel et al., 1972; Wellauer and Dawid, 1973 Jeanteur and Attardi,
1969). In prokaryotes, the ribosomal gene is repeated to a smaller
extent. In E. coli each DNA contains six copies of rRNA gene arranged
in tandem (Pace, 1973). Each ribosomal gene contains a transcription
unit and an adjacent spaces. Those two parts constitute a repeat unit.
The repeat units within a species comprise very similar or identical
sequences. The transcription units of different species reveal a
considerable sequence homology, while the spacer sequences differ even
in very closely related species (Birnstiel et al., 1971 Wellauer et al.,
1974, 1976a & b).
(b) 5S RNA genes (5S DNA)
5S RNA occurs in the ribosomes in a 1:1 proportion to both 26S
and 18S RNA, i.e. there is a single 5S RNA molecule per ribosome.
Besides 28S, 18S and 5.8S rRNA, the sequence of 5S rRNA was also deter-
mined in bacteria (Brownlee et al., 1967 DuBuy and Weissman, 1971),
Chlorella (Jordan et al., 1974), yeast (Hindley and Page, 1972), Xenopus
(Brownlee et al., 1972, 1974), chicken (Pace et al., 1974), marsupial
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(Averner and Pace, 1972), and humans (Forget and Weissman, 1967 Hatlen
et al., 196Q). Like the ribosomal genes the 5S RNA genes occur in
clusters and the individual transcription units are separated by spacer
DNA in a regular, repeated arrangement. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Drosophila melanogaster, Xenopus laevis and HeLa cells, the number of
5S RNA genes per haploid genome is 160-230 (Retel and Planta, -1972)-,
160-200 (Procanier and Tartof, 1975), 9,000-24,000 (Birnstiel et al.,
1972 Brown and Weber, 1968), and 2,000 (Hatlen and Attardi, 1971)
respectively.
(c) The genes for transfer RNA
All available evidence indicates that the genes for various
tRNA in eukaryotes are repeated within the haploid genome, and located
in multiple sites outside the nucleolus. Each tRNA gene is repeated
on the average of 10-20 times in HeLa (Hatlen and Attardi, 1971) and
Drosophila genomes (Tartof and Perry, 1970), and approximately 200-
fold in the Xenopus genome (Clarkson et a!., 1-97-3b). From the results
on the kinetics of tRNA hybridization to Xenopus DNA, Clarkson et al.
(19?3b)suggested an arrangement in which extensively repeated tRNA genes
of the same species are clustered in the genome wide apart from similar
clusters containing other tRNA genes. Each haploid genome contains
some 8000 tDNA genes, or an average of some 140 repeating gene copies
for each of the 56 reported major tRNA species. For example, one
methionyl tDNA gene has about 330 copies, while the second rnet-tRNA gene
has about 170 copies. The individual genes within a cluster are
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separated by spacer DNA which occupies a length ten times that of the
transcribed tRNA unit. Whether all the tRNA genes of a given species
exist within a single cluster is not known. Nor do we yet know whether
the cluster(s) belonging to different tRNA species have widely different
chromosomal locations.
(d) Plausible function for_re2eatinng untranslatedgenes
The high frequency of repetition of the above-mentioned un-
translated genes suggests the possibility that cells might use this
process as a form of gene amplification. When these three types of
untranslated gene are transcribed, RNA chains are the final product of
synthesis, and no further amplification of its activity is possible.
Hence large number of ribosomal genes and tRNA genes is needed.
B. Translated Genes
Two types of genes will be described, their common feature being
the multiple representation of DNA sequences with coding properties.
The repetitive DNA of histone genes and Balbiani rings is located in
defined or restricted parts of the genome and the frequency of reiter-
ation is moderate.
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( a ) H istonegenes
T he histones constitute a class of basic oriteins intimately
associated with the DNA of eukaryotes . H istones synthesis parallels
DNA synthesisduringS - phase ( G allwitz, 1 9 7 3 ) . S hortly , beforehistone
synthesisreaches its maximum, heterogeneous7 - 1 2 S RNA appears as a
dominant fraction in small polyribosomes. T his RNA directs the synthesis
of all majorhistonesin cell free systems( J acobs- L orenaet al . , 1 9 7 2 ;
G ross et al . , 1 9 7 3 ) . I ndividualRNA - fractionswithinthe 9 S RNA
( weinberget al . , 1 9 7 2 ; G allwitz, 1 9 7 3 ; G runsteinet al . , 1 9 7 3 ) may
direct the synthesisof individualhistone proteins ( G runstein et al . ,
1 9 7 3 ) . T hese results , togetherwith other findings, provideevidence
that the ' ' 9 S ' ' RNA from H e L a cells in the S - phase, and from rapidly
dividing sea urchin embryos is the m RNA for histones .
T he composite9 S m RNA of sea urchin, as well as well as the individual
histone m RNA s , hybridize to the repetitive DNA of the homologousspecies
( K edesand B irnstiel, 1 9 7 1 ; W einbergt al . , 1 9 7 2 ) . T he degreeof
repetition of the different histone genes is similar within the species ,
but range between2 0 0 - 1 2 0 0 copiesin variousea urchinspecies( W ein -
berget al . , 1 9 7 2 ; G runsteinet al . , 1 9 7 3 ; S koultchiandG ross, 1 9 7 3 ) .
I n D rosophiland H e L a cells the gene muitiplicityis approximately
5 0 and 1 0 respectively( E dstromand L ambert, 1 9 7 5 ) . I n humamgenome,
the gene sequencescoding for the histone protein are about 3 0 to 4 0
fold repetitive( W ilson and M elli , 1 9 9 7 ) . T he reiterationof histoce
genes is understandablein light of the large number of histone
24
molecules required in the first few hours of S--phase (Birnstiel et al.,
1973). The exceeding high degree of reiteration found in sea urchin
DNA may be related to the very rapid embryonic cleavage in this species
(21Q nuclear divisions in the first 7 hr, Kedes et al., 1969).
The repeating histone genes are clustered in the genome of sea
urchin and other species (Kedes and Birnstiel, 1971; Kedes et al., 1975).
In the polytene chromosomes of Drosophila, histone DNA comprises at
least 4 bands (Wensink et al., 1974). Thus there is a hint that coding
information for each of the major histones may be included in a specific.
chromomere. On the other hand, individual mPNAs for the different
histones hybridize with similar efficiency to purified histone DNA of
a specific density, which supports the hypothesis that different histone
genes are closely linked in chromosomal DNA and are intermingled with
one another (Birnstiel et al., 1974).
(b) Balbiani rind DNA
The Balbiani rings (BR) are giant puffs in the polytene chromo-
somes of Chironomids. Like other puffs, they may be regarded as the
morphological expression of active genes or chromosome regions (Daneholt,
1972, 1975).
In the salivary glands of Chironorrus tentans, there are three
Balbiani rings (BR1, 2 and 3) located on chromosome IV (Lambert, 1972).
These rings appear in no other tissues investigated. Besides the
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nucleolar organizer regions, they produce the dominating part of the
high molecular weight RNA in the nucleus (Lambert et al., 1972, 1973a
b), and in the cytoplasm (Daneholt and Hosick, 1973 Edstrom and
Tanguary, 1974). Circumstantial evidence suggests that the transcript-
ion products of these Balbiani rings determine the secretory proteins,
which are the dominating translation products of the salivary gland
cells (Beermann, 1961 Grossbach, 1969). It was shown by kinetics
hybridization experiments that there is a repeating frequency of about
200 for the BR2 sequences (Lambert, 1972). The repetitiveness of BR
DNA in chromosomes indicates a specific enhancement of the coding
capacity. It is in fact that secretory proteins, the probable translat-
ion products of BRs, are needed during the larval and pupal stages of
insect development, and dominate the protein synthesis of the gland.
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III. Repeating Chromosomes
In the previous section, I have described five types of genes
that are repeating themselves in the haploid genome. In addition to
gene repetition, changes in chromosome number can also influence the
number of genes. The number of chromosomes may change in some organisms
this change may be of two main kinds. In euploids, number of chromo-
somal set is changed (e.g. polyploidy), whereas in aneuploids there is
a loss or gain of one or more chromosomes, causing the set to become
unbalanced.
A. Polyploidy
Polyploid refers to any organism in which the number of complete
chromosome sets exceeds that of the diploid. This change is common in
nature, especially in the flowering plants. Polyploids are usually
larger or more vigorous than the diploid varieties.
Several species of amphibians show spontaneous polyploidy species
with 104 chromosomes in mitosis and octovalent chromosomes in meiosis
have been described. In such polyploids the DNA content is correspond-
ingly increased (Becak, 1969 Beck et al., 1967b). polyploids are use-
ful in the study of the expression of genes in multiple dosage. Studies
of this type have been made on amphibians for serum albumin, hemoglobin,
and various enzymes (Becak et al., 1967a). The gene dosage effects
have also been observed in polyploid strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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containing gua-l wild type and mutant alleles (keichart and Winter,
1975), in yeast for tryptophan synthetase activity (Ciferri et al.,
1969), and for photoreactivation (Resnick and Setlow, 1972). In
prokaryotic cells, gene dosage effects of the structural gene for a
lipoprotein of the Escherichia coli outer membrane have been studied
(Datta et al., 1976 Movva et al., 1978).
B. Aneuploi4
Aneuploidy is also found in nature, such as in wheat (Sears,
1958). Somatic-aneuploi.dy has been observed in various tissues of
vertebrates, including man.
Recently, studies on aneuploidy have been intensively developed.
Quantiative gene dosage effects have been observed in Drosophila
(Lindsley et al., 1972). Such effects have also been demonstrated for
several X-chromosome linked enzymes in oocytes of mice with X-chromo-
some aneuploidy (Epstein, 1972), for magic enzyme in mice with partial
trisomy of chromosome 7 (Eicher and Coleman, 1977), and for isocitrate
dehydrogenase in mouse embryos trisomic for chromosome 1 (Epstein et al.,
19??). In man, similar effects for superoxide dismutase-1 (Sinet et al.,
1975), adenine phosphoribosyl transferase (Marimo and Giannelli, 1975)
and erythrocyte acid phosphatase (Magenis et al., 1975) have been
observed in cells aneuploid for chromosomes 21, 16 and 2, respectively.
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C. Amplification of the Nucieolar DNA
A striking aspect of the nucleolus is its selective multi-
plication during the oogenesis of many organisms. In the best studied
example Xenopus laevis, oogenesis is accompanied by a thousandfold
increase in nucleoli (Perkowska et al., 1968). This increase starts
just after metamorphosis as the first set of oocytes in the young frog
enters into the extended prophase that is characteristic of meiosis
(Gall, 1968 MacGregor, 1968). Due to large numbers of ex trachromo-
somal nucleoli, the number of rRNA genes presenting in nucleoli within
oocytes is about a hundred to a thousandfold greater than within other
vertebrate cells (Brown and Dawid, 1968 Dawid et al., 1970 Wensink
and Brown, 1971 Gall and Pardue, 1969). Each extrachromosomal
nucleolus contains a single circular DNA molecule with length varying
from 20 to 1000 Correspondingly, large numbers of tandemly arranged
rRNA genes are present, each coding for the 45S rRNA precursor
(Hourcade et al., 1973).
What is the purpose of rDNA amplification? The amphibian
embryo begins its morphological development with a series of rapid cell
cleavages. During the cleavage stages a tremendous amount of protein
synthesis occurs. In order to prepare for this protein synthesis,
about 1012 ribosomes are produced and stored in the oocyte (Drown 1966).
A typical somatic cell, dividing every 24 hr,
3 x 10 6 ribosomes per day (Birnstiel et al., 19068). At this rate, it
would take the oocyte hundreds of years to complete ribosome production.
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T hus , the 1 0 0 0 - fold amplificationof the ribosomalRNA genes makes
possible the intensive ribosome synthesis required for oogenesis .
IV . B ackgrounda P urposeof the S tudy
A s shown in section II & III , I have briefly describedthree
types of untranslatedgenes and two types of translated genes which are
either repeated or within which there is sequence repetition , and
repeating chromosomes.
G ene multiplicitycan be seen as reflectinga need for large
numbers of templates. I n the case of untranslatedg nes this may be
related to the absence of a trarislatorystep amplifying the gene
message, and in the case of B albiani rings to the demandfor a pre -
ponderanceof secretoryproteins . F or histone genes , it may be related
to the need for rapid productionof histories within a short time period .
P olyploids are usually larger or more vigorous than the diploid varieties .
L arge numbers of extrachromosomalnucleoli to increase r RNA genes in
vertebrate oocyte reflects the requirementsof rapid production of the
massive quantitiesof ribosomeswithin a short period . I n other words ,
it seems likely that with the evolution of eukaryotesand their larger
cell mass , certain gene products ( particularlythose with a structural
rather than catalytic function ) were required in large quantities that
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could only be obtained by increasing the multiplicity of those
particulargenes . T hat is , gene expressioncan be controlledby gene
multiplicity .
B ecause eukaryotic system is more difficult to manipilate for
experimentalpurpose , a simple prokaryoticsystem is used to test out
odeas om tjos aspect . S ome studies had already been developedalong
this line ( M ark , 1 9 7 0 ; T sui and M ark , 1 9 7 6 ; C handlerand P ritchard,
1 9 7 5 ; R ay and P earson, 1 9 7 6 ; B runschedeand B remer, 1 9 7 6 ) . T he purpose
of this thesis is to report studies on the gene dosage effect on gene
expressioni the E scherichiacoli - lambda phage system .
B acteriophagelambda is chosen in this study because it has
fewer genes and simplier structure . I n comparisonwith one of the
smallesthumanchromosome( no . 2 1 ) , lambdavirus is l , 0 0 0 times less
in terms of nucleotidepairs . A nother important reason for choosing
phage lambda for this research is that the DNA copies of ohage can
be easily controlled by either multiplicity of infection or by limiting
the replicationof phage DNA pr both . T he results in this study show
that basically , excluding the counter - acting controllingfactors , the
extent of gene expressionis proportionalto the gene dosage present .
Part II
RESEARCH ARTICLES
EXPRESSION OF EARLY AND LATE FUNCTIONS IS GENE DOSAGE
DEPENDENT TN LAMBDA cro PHAGE
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SUMMARY
Using a trp-lac fusion strain where f3-galactosidase is
under control of the lambda leftward promoter PL, the effect of cro
gene product on multiplicity of infection (gene dosage) dependent
gene expression was studied.
It was found that in trp-lac c1857cro+O-p- infected cells,
the rate of synthesis and the final level of (3 -galactosidase
(representing early genes)an.d the endolysin (representing late genes)
decreased with increasing multiplicity of infection. In contrast, in
trp-lac c1857cro P infected cells, the rate of both the B-galacto-
sidase and endolysin synthesis increased with increasing multiplicity
of infection. Furthermore, turn-off of the B--galactosidase synthesis
was observed in cro+ case, but not for cro- phages. The level of
endolysin synthesized was also higher in cro- than that in the cro+ case.
It was also observed that with increasing multiplicity of
infection of trp-lac cI857cro+0-P-, the turn off time for B-galacto-
synthesis became earlier, and the time of initiating endolysin
synthesis became more delayed.
These results suggest: (1) In the absence of negative controll-
ing factors, the extent of gene expression is proportional to the gene
dosage present. (2) The inhibition of PL and PR by cro gene product
may require a critical concentration level, and this critical level
is reached earlier at higher multiplicity of infection.
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INTRODUCTION
After infection with temperate phage. there are two
developmental pathways: lytic or lysogenic. In the lytic
pathway, the phage replicates its DNA and the progeny phage
particles are produced and released by lysis of the host. In
the lysogenic pathway, the genome of phage ,_ is integrated into
the host DNA and represses its lytic gene expression (Echols,
1972 Herskowitz, 1973).
There are many factors that can exhibit some influence
on the choice of lytic or lysogenic pathway (Eiser. et al., 1970
Hong et al., 1971 Grodzicker et al., 1972 Kourilsky, 1973
Belfort and Wulff, 1974). Among these factors, gene cro (tof)
is an important factor (Eisen and Ptashne, 1971).' The cro gene
is located in the x region of the genomp, and transcribed
immediately after infection (S ybal ski et al., 1970). The
product of gene cro is shown to act at three sites on the phage
genome to repress the leftward and rightward transcriptions
initiated at promoter PL (Pero, 1970), Prm (Eisen et al., 1970
Reichardt, 1975b), and PR (Echols et al., 1973 Reichardt, 1975a
Takeda et al., 1975) respectively.
Recent discoveries on repeating genes in the eukaryotic
system (Edstrom and Lambert, 1975 Tartof, 1975) strongly suggest
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that gene dosage might play a significant role in regulating
the amount of gene product produced. The bacteriophage system
is advantageous for gene dosage experiments because it is easy
to control the number of DNA copies present in the infected cell
either by multiplicity of infection (m. o. i.) or by limiting the
replication of phage DNA or both.
Previous study(Tsui and Mark, 1976) was complicated by
the presence of the cro gene product. In this experimental series,
we use cro mutants to simplify the system. The use of trp-lac
fusion strain (Barnes et al., 1974; Epp and Pearson, 1976) allows
one to use the -ga1actosidase activity to monitor the early
gene expression.
Results reported here provide evidence that gene dosage
can regulate the extent of enzyme production; besides, how cro gene
product inhibits gene expression at late times is further clarified.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial and Phaage Strains
Bacterial and phage strains used in this study are listed
in Table 1. Phage r ptrpAC(ll/l4-lC)-lacW205cI857 (''r trp-lacc1857'')
constructed by Barnes et al. (1974) carries the bacterial trp and
lac genes in the same orientation as described in Fig. 1. The
bacterial promoters for the translocated lac genes and trp genes
are deleted and hence the translocated bacterial genes are transcribed
under the control of phage promoter PL (Epp and Pearson, 1976).
Abbreviations used
gal, lac, and trp are loci determining catabolism or synthesis o`f
galactose, lactose, and tryptophan, respectively trpRR, structural
gene for the trp repressor: strs is locus determining sensitivity to
streptomycin strr is locus determining resistance to streptomycin;
(X), deletion of the X gene or region; XG, 5-brorno-4-chloro-3-
indolyl- B-D-galactoside; ONPG, o-nitrophenyl- -D-galactoside
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Table 1 . Bacterial and phage strains used in this study
ReferenceStrains SourceCharacters
( A ) Escherichiacoli strains
K . Ippen Inpenet al .F try Alac X 74 su - strsJC 6256
( 1971)
W . Szybalski Campbellsu gal strL lac594
( 1961)
W . J . BrarnmarMoir andw 3110, trp ( BE ) 9 , trp RED 8520
Brammar( 1976 )
( B ) Bacteriophagestrains
AptrpAC ( 11 / 14 - 1 C ) - lacW205cI 857( ' ' ) Atrp- laccIb 57 ' ' )
D . J . Forbes Barneset al .
( 1974)
this work CampbellAtrp - 1 accI 857 susO29 susP3
( 1961)
W . SzybalskiEisen et a 1 .Ac 1857 cro 27 susP3
( 1970)
W . SzybalskiEisen et al .Ac I 657 cro 27
( 1970)
this work Eisenet al .Atrp - 1 acc 1837cro 27 susP3
( 1970)
CampbellW . F . DoveAc 1857 susO29 susP 3
( 1961)
W . F . Dove Campbell( 1961 )Asus 029
W . F . Dove Campbell( 1961 )AksusP 3
G . KayajanianCampbell( 1961 )Ac I 857 susN7 susN53
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Fig. 1 Transcriptional map of bacteriophage carrying the
E. coli lac and trp operon (after Barnes et al., 1974;
Szvbalski, 1974 and 1976).
Xptrp AC- lac W205 cI857
PL POPRE






Tryptone broth (T broth) contained 10 gm tryptone (Oxoid)
and 5 gm NaCl per 1000 ml of H20. Top agar and bottom agar for
phage assay contained 0.7% and 1.1% agar-agar (Sigma) in T broth,
respectively. Suspension buffer ,fdr 入 phage dilution contained
6x10-3 M Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 10-3 M MgS04, 7x10-2 M NaCl and
0.005% gelatin in H2O. TM buffer for dialysis contained 10-2 N
Tris-HC1 and 10-2 M MgS04 (pH 7-1).
M63 minimal medium (Pardee et al., 1959) contained per
litre: 13.6 gm KH2PO4, 2.0 gm (NH4)2SO41 0.2 gm MgSO4.7H201
0.5 mg FeSO4.7H20, 2.0 gm glycerol, and adjusted to pH 7.0 by KOH.
Amino acids in the L-form at a concentration of 10 mg/1 were added
as needed. TRP agar plates (Barnes et al., 1974) contained M63
minimal medium supplemented with 2.5 /mg vitamin B1/ml, 0.4% glucose,
0.3% Difco casamino acids, 0.004 M sodium citrate and 1.2% agar.
Indole was added to TRP agar to give a final concentration of
10 mg/litre in order to generate TRP-IND agar (Barnes et al., 1974).
TRP-IND top agar which was similar to TRP-IND agar but contained
0.6% agar instead of 1.2% agar was used with TRP-IND agar.
M63-XG plates (Malamy et al., 1972) contained M63 minimal
medium with 1.2% agar, 0.2% glucose, l/ml vitamin B1 and 30 mg/1
XG (5-chloro--4-bromo-3-indolyi- B -D-galactoside; purchased from
Sigma Chemical Corp.). Top agar without XG and containing 0.6%
agar was used with M63-XG plates.
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M9 glycerol medium contained 0.7% Na2HPO4, 0.3% KH2PO4,
0.1% NH4C1, 1 mM MgSO4, 0.2% glycerol, 0.1 mM CaC12, 0.001 mM
FeCl3, 0.25% Difco casamino acids, 2g/ml vitamin B and
20 g/ml L-tryptophan.
Assay mixture for (3_galactosidase contained per liter:
1.44 gm Na2HPO4.2H2C, 1.32 gm KH2PO4, 0.2 mM MgSO4, 0.04 mm MnSO4,
0.02 M (3-mercaptoethanol and 1 gm ONPG (o-nitrophenyl- B-D-
galactoside).
Construction of -trp-lacc1857suso29susP3
The trp-1acc1857sus029susP3 mutant was constructed by
crossing trp-lacc1857 with kcI857susO29susP3 in TC600 (permissive
for sus mutants). The presence of the sus029 and, susP3 was
confirmed by positive complementation test with susN7susN53cI857
but not with c1857susO29susP3, sus029 and susP3 mutants.
Phage carrying the trp B gene which codes for a tryptophan synthetase
B protein was detected by plating with a trp B host such as ED8520
on TRP-IND agar, since the tryptophan synthetase B protein
catalyzed the reaction of indole and serine to give tryptophan product
(Smith and Yanofsky, 1963). The plaque was characterized by a ring
of growth of bacteria feeding on the tryptophan produced in the
plaque. The presence of lac z gene was confirmed. by plating with
TC600 on M63-XG to give blue-colored plaques (Ippen et al., 1971).
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Constrluction of trp-laccI857cr27susP3
The mutant was constructed by crossing trp-laccI857
with cI857cro27susP3 in TC600. The presence of trp-lac deletions
was confirmed by the method as described above. susP3 mutation
was confirmed by positive complementation test with susO29 but
not with suP3 mutants. The presence of cI857cro27 mutation
was confirmed by successful complementation test with susN7susN53cI857
ta 42° but not with cI857cro27.
Preparation of High Titer Phage Stocke
E. coli strain TC600 were grown in tryptone broth
supplemented with 10 mM MgSO4 at 37° with aeration to a
concentration of 5 x 107 cells/ml. Bacteriophage was added at
a multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) of 0.02 and the culture
was further incubated for several hour. Chloroform was added
to ensure complete lysis. After removing the cell debris by
centrifugation at 11,00 x G for 20 min, the phages were concentrated
by the polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation method (Yamamoto et al.,
1970).
Purification of Phage
CsCl was added to the concen trated phage suspension to
obtain a 12 ml solution with density of 1.496 gm/ml (refractive
index 1.3810 = 8°10'). The suspension was then distributed to
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3 nitrocellulose tubes (Beckman Spinco, Cat. No. 305050) and
overlaid with about 1 ml of mineral oil up to the rim of each
tube. The CsCl phage suspension in nitrocellulose tubes was
centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 20-22 hrs at 5--10°in a Spinco
SW50L rotor in Beckman Spinco L2-65B ultracentrifuge. The
thick phage band which was formed in CsCl was removed with a
syringe by puncturing the side wall of the tube and dialysed
against TM buffer.
Measurement of -galactosidase Activit in Phage-infected Bacteria
An overnight culture of E. coli in M9 glycerol medium
was diluted 20-folds, and grown in the same medium with aeration
at 37°to a concentration of 2 x 108 cells/ml. The culture was
chilled, centrifuged at 5,000 x G for 10 min, and resuspended to
2 x 109 cells/ml with cold M9 glycerol medium supplemented with
10 mM MgSO4. The bacterial culture was then divided into several
portions, and infected with bacteriophages at different multiplicities
of infection (m.o.i.). 20 min at 0° were allowed for adsorption.
At time zero, fresh pre-warmed (42°) M9 glycerol medium was added
to a titre of 2 x 108 cells/ml and the infected cells were incubated
with aeration at 39°. At various times thereafter 1 ml samples
were removed, chilled in ice and immediately centrifuged. The
cells were resuspended in 1 ml assay mixture without ONPG and
disrupted by addition of 0.1 ml toluene. The toluenized samples
were incubated at 37° in a shaker for 30 min and used for assay of
B -galactosidase activity.
The assay method for B-galactosidase was modified from
that described by Pardee et al. (1959), Miller (1972), and
Putnam and Koch (1975). 0.1 ml toluenized cell suspension was
withdrawn and incubated with 1 ml of assay mixture for 30 min.
The reaction was stopped by addition of 1.5 ml of 0.43 M Na2CO3.
The intensity of the yellow color, indicating the phenol concentration,
was measured at 420 nm. One unit of enzyme is defined as the
amount of enzyme catalyzing the conversion of 1 moie of ONPG to
o-nitrophenol in 30 min at 37°.
Preparation and Assa of phage Endolysin
Preparation and assay of phage endolysin were carried
out as previously described (Tsui and Mark, 1976) except that the
infected cells were incubated at 39° instead of 37°.
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RESULTS
Effect of MultPlicitY of Infection on B-Galactosidase synthesis
A E. coli deletion mutant, JC6256, which lacks the whole
lac operon was infected with trp-lacc1857 phage at different
m.o.i., and aliquotes were taken at the indicated times after
infection. B-galactosidase synthesized from the translocated
lac z gene of the trp-lacc1857 was assayed as described in
Materials and Methods.
(a) trp-1acc1857
The effect of multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) of
Atrp-lacc1857 on B-galactosidase synthesis is shown in Fig. 2.
It is quite clear that B-galactosidase synthesis is not proportional
to m.o.i. The rate of synthesis and the final level of B-galacto-
sidase is significantly reduced at high m. o. i. On the other
hand, the initiation time of B-galactosidase synthesis is about
5 min after infection, not affected by m.o.i.
(b)trp-lacc1857029P3
To control the number of DNA copies present in the infected
cells, trp-lacc1857029P3 was used. With this phage strain, the
number of phage DNA present in the infected cell is constant, and
is proportional to m. o. i., because 0 and P gene products are
required for autonomous DNA replication (Ogawa and Tomizawa,
1968). Fig. 3 shows that the final level of B-galactosidase
synthesis again decreases with increasing m. o. i. as observed with
)trp-1accI857 in Fig. 2. The results also clearly show that the
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turn off time for -galactosidase synthesis is earlier with
higher m. o. i. This observation suggests that the inhibition
of PL and PR by cro.gene product may require a critical level, and
this critical level is reached at an earlier time as the m. o. i.
increases.
(c) trp-lacc1857cro27P3
To explore the role of cro (tof) gene in the r1. o. i. effect,
we constructed the -) ,trp-lacc1857cro27P3 (see Materials and
Methods section). The results obtained with this strain are
striking. In contrast to X trj2-lacc1857 and ).trp-lacc1857029P3,
the rate of _alactosidase synthesis is directly proportional
to m.o. i. in trp-laccI857cro27P3 infected cells (Fig. 4). This
result clearly demonstrates that the decreasing synthesis of
-galactosidase synthesis at increasing m.o.i. is due to the
action of the cro gene product. In the absence of the inhibiting
cro gene product, the rate of -galactosidase synthesis is
proportional to the gene dosage.
The result shown in Fig. 4 also demonstrates that in
trp-lacc1857cro27P3 infected cells, there is no apparent turn
off for 3-galactosidase synthesis. The enzyme level increases
almost linearly up to 120 min when the assay is discontinued. So
this observation is in sharp contrast with that observed with
trp-lacc1857029P3 infected cells which turn off -galactosidase
synthesis at 20-40 min after infection depending on m.o.i.
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Effect of Multiplicity of Infection on Endolsin Synthesis
When the effect of the cro gene product on the synthesis
of early enzymes was discovered, we continued the exploration on
the effect of cro gene product on late gene expression. We used
endolysin (R gene product) as a marker for late gene expression.
The marked difference between trp-laccI857029P3 and trP-laccI857cro27P3
on endolysin synthesis at different m. o. i. are described below.
(a) trp-1acc1857O29P3
The initiation of endolysin synthesis in trp-laccI857029P3
infected cells is delayed as m.o.i. increases. The rate of
endolysin synthesis also decreases with increasing m. o. i. (Fig. 5).
This second feature is also observed in (_ga1actosidase synthesis
(Fig. 3). All these features are very similar to that reported
by Tsui and Mark (1976).
(b) trp-1accI857cro27P3
Like -galactosidase, endolysin synthesis in
ttrp-lacc1857cro27P3 infected cells (Fig. 6) is drastically
different from that of Xtrp-laccI857O29P3 (Fig. 5).
First, endolysin synthesis in Xtrp-lacc1857cro27P3 infected
cells increases with increasing multiplicity of infection. Second,
there is no delay in the initiation of endolysin synthesis in
trp-lacc1857cro27P3 infected cells, while trp-lacc1857029P3
shows a markPrl ripl nvinrr effect as the multiplicity of infection
increases. Third, there is no turn off in endolysin synthesis
in trp-laccI857cro27P3 infected cells as late as 120 min, but
in trp-laccI857029P3 infected cells there is distinct sign
that endolysin synthesis is turned off at 60-80 min after
infection with some variation depending on multiplicity of
infection. Fourth, the final endolysin level attained with
trp-laccI857cro27P3 is much higher than that from
trp-lacc1857029P3 with the same multiplicity of infection
(m.o.i.= 5).
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Fig. 2 The effect of multiplicity of infection of rtrp-laccI857
on B-galactosidase synthesis in the E. coli JC6256.
Strain JC6256 was grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39°
and infected with rtrp-laccI857 at m.o.i. shown at
the right of the figure. Samples were taken at the
indicated times. The infected cells were disrupted by
toluene, and the B-galactosidase activity was assayed
(See Materials and Methods).
m.o.i. = 5; m.o.i. = 10;
m.o.i. = 20; m.o.i. = 50;











Fig. 3 The effect of multiplicity of infection of
trp-lanoT857029P3 on '-galactosidase synthesis
in the E. coli JC6256. Strain JC6256 was grown in
M9 glycerol medium at 390 and infected with
trp-laccI857029P3 at m.o.i. shown at the right
of the figure. Samples were taken at the indicated
times. The infected cells were disrupted by toluene,
and the -galactosidase activity was assayed (See
Materials and Methods).
m.o.i.= 5;m.o.i.= 10;
m.o.i.= 20; m.o.i.= 40;
















Fig. 4 The effect of multiplicity of infection of
trp-laccI857cro27P3 on -galactosidase synthesis
in the E. coli JC6256. Strain JC6256 was grown in
M9 glycerol medium at 390 and infected with
Xt-lacc1857cro27P3 at. m. o. i. shown at the right
of the figure. Samples were taken at the indicated
times. The infected cells were disrupted by toluene
and the -galactosidase activity was assayed (See
Materials and Methods).
m. o. i = 2 m. o. i.= 5
m. o, i. 10 - m, o. i.= 30
















Fig. 5 The effect of multiplicity of infection of
trp-laccI857029P3 on endolysin synthesis.
E. coli 594 was grown in tryptone broth at 390,
and infected with trg-laccI857029P3 at the
indicated m.o.i. Samples were taken at the indicated
times. The infected cells were disrupted by
ultrasonication and the endolysin activity was
assayed (See Materials and Methods).
m.o.i.= 5;m.o.i. =10;













Fig. 6 The effect of multiplicity of infection of
trp-laccI857cro27P3 on endolysin synthesis.
E. coli 594 was grown in tryptone broth at 390,
and infected with trp-laccI857cro27P3 at m. o. i.
shown at the right of the figure. Samples were
taken at the indicated times. The infected cells
were disrupted by ultrasonication and the endolysin
activity was assayed (See Materials and Methods).
m.o.i. = 5m.o.i. = 10
m.o.i. = 30















Gene dosage has long been assumed or postulated to be one of
the controlling factors for the extent of gene expression (Szybalski,
1972 Nijkamp et al., 1970 Takeda, 1975 Marimo and Giannelli, 1975
Reichardt, 1975a; Epstein et al., 1977) however, very little work
has been published trying to confirm this relationship (Mark, 1970;
Tsui and Mark, 1976 Chandler and Pritchard, 1975). The difficulty
in obtaining clean cut results to this effect 1iet on (1) the difficult-
ies in controlling the gene dosage inside the cell. In this respect,
the bacteriophage system offers some advantage. (2) The extent of
gene expression is precisely controlled in biological system. In-
creasing the gene dosage for a particular gene might also increase the
gene dosage for the negative controlling gene. Therefore, the gene
dosage effect on the extent of gene expression can be clearly observed
only when the function of.the interfering controlling genes has been
removed, or in simplified systems where no negative gene is involved.
The results presented in this communication show that the cro gene
product posts a serious interference for the expression of -galact-
osidase (representing early lambda genes) and endolysin (representing
late lambda genes) as a function of m.o.i.
The disturbing finding that endolysin and exonuclease are
synthesized inversely proportional to m. o. i. (Tsui and Mark, 1976
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Takeda, 1975) is thus explained. In the absence of the interfering
cI and cro gene products, we show that the rate of galactosidase
and endolysin synthesis is proportional to the gene dosage present.
Other simplified systems also demonstrate a good correlation between
the rate of gene expression and the gene dosage present. The synthesis
of galactosidase (z gene product) from the lac promoter (PlaC in
plac5 infected cells in the absence of lac repressor is proportional
to m.o.i. (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation). The synthesis of
lambda morphogenetic proteins from internal duplication or triplication
of morphogenetic genes shows good gene dosage correlation (Ray and
Pearson, 1976). The synthesis of pre-early RNA from bacteriophage T5
again shows good correlation with m.o.i. (Brunschede and Bremer,
1976). We can therefore conclude that basically, excluding the
negative controlling factors, the extent of gene expression is proport-
ional to the gene dosage present.
The recent discovery that many kinds of genes of most
eukaryotic cells exist in multiple copies, and usually arrange in
tandem (Edstrom and Lambert, 1975 Tartof, 1975) certainly. meads one
to believe that such arrangement must be of great significance to
the eukaryotic cell. In prokaryotic cell, such as the well studied
E. coli, each DNA contains six copies of rRNA gene arranged in
tandem (Pace, 1973). Given the fact that prokaryotic
genes are expressod as a fuction of gene dosage in
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the absence of regulatory control, it is very tempting to speculate
that the multiple gene copies observed in eukary otic cells and
tp a limited extemt om[ rplaruptic cells are used for regulating
the amount of gene product present in the cell. I n this respect,
it is interesting to point out that these gene oriducts that are
always required in large quantities in every cell types such as
ribosomal RNA( B irnstiel et al., 1 9 7 1), transfer RNA( C larkson et al.,
1 9 7 3 a), and histones( W ilson and M elli, 1 9 7 7) all have multiple
gene copies.
The production of lared amount of structure proteins late
in the infective cycle is a very general feature of virus infection.
The expression of these structural genes was demonstrated in many
bacteriophage systems to be dependant on DNA replication( N ijkamp
et al., 1 9 7 0; D ove, 1 9 9 6; M ark, 1 9 7 0; L embach et al., 1 9 6 9).
H owever, uncertainty still exists as to whether the requirement
for DNA replication is due to gene dosage effect or some DNA
replicatad forms are required for the expression of the structural
genes.
In the lambda phage system, low level of endolysin synthesis
is detected under condition where DNA replication is negligible
( in c I- O- P infected cells), besides almost normal level of
endolysin is produced at high m. o. i in the absence of cro gene
product. These data lead us to believe that the production of
large amount of structural proteins in conjunction with DNA
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replication is due to gene dosage amplification. In the T4 phage
system, Riva and Geiduschek (1969,1970) have presented evidence
that continued DNA replication mast occur for continued expression
of the structural genes. This concludes that certain DNA replication
form is required for structural late genes expression, but nothing
is said about the gene dosage effect. In view that different
levels of DNA replication lead to different levels of T4 lysozyme
synthesis (Mark, 1970), we believe that gene dosage amplification
through DNA replication does play a part in the production of
large amount of T4 structural proteins.
croProduct ReEression
The cro (tof) gene lies in the x region and is immediately
expressed through P promoter after infection or induction (Fig. 1
R
Szybalski et al., 1970). Our result shows that the expression
of the early and the late lambda genes is a function of the gene
dosage in the absence of the regulatory cro and cI gene products
(see Fig. 4 6). It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that the
synthesis of the cro protein is also a function of the gene dosage
before the cro protein and the cI repressor had reached the
inhibitory level. The result shown in Fig. 3 demonstrated that
the inhibitory level of the cro protein is reached earlier as
m.o.i.is increased (cI repressor not involved because c1857
repressor is inactivated at 39° (Sussman and Jacob, 1962)). This
observation leads us to suggest that a critical cro protein
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concentration level is required for its inhibitory function;
besides the cro protein concentration required for this critical
level is fairly high. Takeda et al. (1977) have reported that
cro protein has a weak binding interaction with DNA. This result
strongly supports the idea that a high level of cro protein is
required for. inhibition.
This concept can easily explain why the inhibitory action
of the cro protein is delayed (Reichardt, 1975a)o One can see
that it takes time to build up a high concentration of cro protein
required for the inhibitory effect. The same concept also provide
simple explanation to the m.o.i. effect in cro+ conditions.
Increasing the gene dosage mediated through increasing m.o.i.
in the absence of DNA replication would increase the rate of cro
protein synthesis in the initial stage of infection, therefore
the critical cro protein concentration required for inhibition
is reached at an earlier time as m.o.i. increases. This obviously
leads to the earlier turn off for the synthesis of early enzymes
such as exonuclease, and galactosidase (in trp-lacc1857
strain), which would result in producing lower level of the'
respective enzymes even though the instial rate of synthesis for
these early enzymes might be increased due to the increase in
gene dosage.
The m.o.i. effect on late gene expression is more complex
involving the relative levels of cII, cIII, cro and gene products.
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The Q protein is required for extending (antiterminator) the
transcription initiated from the late promoter, PI, into the
late gene, region (Roberts, 1975). Besides, some authors have
speculated that fairly high level of protein is needed for such
antitermination activity (Echols, 1971 Dove, '1968).
First let us consider the situation where cI, cII, cIII
and P genes are inactive (Tsui and Mark, 1976). Increasing m.o.i.
will lead to reduced Q protein level and other early enzyme levels
as explained above. The extend of reduction in protein level is
probably still above the critical level required for antitermination,
but the rate of transcription into the late gene region is reduced
due to reduced Q protein level. As a consequence, the initiation
time for endolysin synthesis is relatively early (McMacken et al.,
1970 Tsui and Mark, 1976), but the rate of endolysin synthesis
decreases as m.o.i..increases.
Under the condition where cII and cIII genes are active,
but cI and P genes are still inactive, the inhibition of protein
synthesis might derive both from the cre protein as described
above and from the., action of the ciI and/or cIII proteins outlined
below. As the m.o.i. increases, the rate of cII and cIII gene
expression is expected to increase during the early period before
the inhibition of cro protein become effective. This would lead
to greater leftward transcription extending from the Pre site
during the early period of infection (Hayes and Szybalski, 1973
Honigman et al., 1976), and. this expectation is confirmed by
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extensive increase in cI repressor synthesis with increasing
m. o. i. (Reichardt, 1975a). As proposed earlier (Tsui and Mark,
1976), the leftward transcription extending from the P re site
is expected to inhibit the rightward transcription initiated
from the early promoter PR due to overlapping regions (see Fig. 1).
Since the synthesis of Q protein is thought to be
inhibited by both the cro protein and the action of the cIl
and cIII proteins, and both of which are enhanced by increasing
m.o. i., it is quite likely .that the Q protein level could not
reach the critical concentration required for antitermination
even fairly late in infection at higher m.o.i. As a consequence,
the initiation of endolyvin synthesis is delayed at higher m.o.i.
GENE DOSAGE AS A REGULATORY FACTOR FOR GENE EXPRESSION
I. IN rplac5 INFECTED CELLS
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SUMMARY
To study the gene dosage effect on gene expression, ,,plac5029P3,
a replication defective lambda phage carrying part of the lac operon
(containing the lac promoter, operator and z gene) in b2 region was
studied in Escherichia coli strain JC6256 where the lac operon is deleted.
In measuring the synthesis of B-galactosidase, it is possible
to separate the expression of the lac promoter from the phage promoter.
When the synthesis of (3-galactosidase is initiated from the inserted lac
promoter in JC6256( +) in the presence of additional cyclic AMP, the
rate of Bgalactosidase synthesis as well as the final level attained
is directly proportional to the multiplicity of infection (gene dosage).
Besides, the initiation time for B-galactosidase synthesis is about 5
min after infection, similar to that observed by IPTG induction.
When the synthesis of B-galactosidase is initiated from the
phage promoter in JC6256 in the absence of additional cyclic AMP, the
rate of B-galactosidase synthesis as well. as the final level attained
is again linearly proportional to the multiplicity of infection (gene
dosage). On the other hand, the time of initiating B-galactosidaso
synthesis is extensively delayed until 10-20 minutes after infection.
These results suggest: (1) In the absence of negative controi1-
ing factors, the extent of gene expression is proportional to the gene
dosage present. (2) Varying the gene dosage as observed in repeating
genes, polyploidy, aneuploidy and oogenesis can be used as a regulatory
mechanism for the extend of gene expression.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, molecular, cytological, and genetic techiques
have combined to shouw that many genes repeat themselves up to several
thousand times in the eukaryotic cells. These repeating genes are
arranged in tandem in the eukaryotic DNA, and have very wide and probably
universal occurrence. The repeating nature of three types of untranslated
genes(ribosomal RNA gene, 5 S RNA gene, various transfer RNA genes) and
two types of translated genes(histones and some secretory proteins) are
well documented in every type of eukaryotes that has been lookcd for
(for review, see E dstrom and L ambert, 1975; Tartof, 1975). The extend of
repeat for ribosomal RNA gene per haploid genome is 140 in yeast,
130- 250 in Drosophila. 400-600 in X enopus, and 3 0 0 in H e L a cells
(Schweizer et al., 1969; Tartof, 1971; Birnstiel et al., 1972; wellauer
and Dawid, 1973; Jeanteur and Attardi, 1969). In the case of translated
genes such as the histone gene, the extemt of repeat per haploid genome
is 200- 1200 among the sea urchins, 50 in D rosophila, and 10- 20 in man
(weinbery et al., 1972; S koultchi and Gross, 1972; Edstrom and Lambert,
1975; wilson et al., 1974; B irnstiel and Chipchase, 1977).
Among the vast amount of literatures on the repeating genes,
great emphasis was placed on the evolutional significance, and very
little has been said about the functional or regulatory significance
of these repeating genes. From the universal occurrence, and from the
fact that repeating genes associated with untranslated gen products
and structural proteins that are required in large amount, we believe
that repeating gene or gene dosage is a foundmental regulatory device
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for controlling the degree of gene expression. Additional support
for this concept can also be drawn from other areas with vast number
of literatures such as polyploidy (Becak et al., 1967a Resnick and
Setlow, 1972; Reichert and Winter, 1975; Movva et al., 1978), aneuploidy
(Eicher and Coleman, 1977; Epstein et al., 1977; Marimo and Giannelli,
1975; Sinet et al., 1975; Magenis et al., 1975) and oogenesis (Hourcade
et al., 1973; Perkowska et al., 1969; Wensink and Brown, 1971).
Because the eukaryotic system is more difficult to manipulate
for experimental purpose, a well established prokaryotic system, the
lambda phage-Escherichia coli system, was used to test out ideas in this
aspect. The lambda phage system is advantageous for gene dosage
experiments because it is easy to control the number of DNA copies
present in the infected cell either by multiplicity of infection
(m.o.i.) or by limiting the replication of the phage DNA or both.
A special strain, rplac5, was used in this experimental series
(Shapiro et al., 1969; Ippen et al., 1971; Malamy et al., 1972). The
phage rplac5 carried a segment (P-O-z) of the E. coli lac operon in
the b2 region. Therefore, B-galactosidase becomes a convenient marker
for gene expression. The expression of B-galactosidase can be
initiated from both the phage promoter and the lac promoter. We have
developed conditions where the expression of B-galactosidase from
either the phage promoter or the lac promoter can be separated from
each other (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation).
In this communication, we describe experiments to show that
gene dosage can regulate the extent of gene expression.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial and Phage Strains
Bacterial and ph age strains used in this study are listed in
Table 1 . Phage plac 5 c 1857 ( abbreviatedas plac 5 ) , constructed
by Ippen et al . ( 1971 ) , carriesa segmentof the E . coli lac operon
in the b 2 region . This lac operon segmentcontainsthe lac promoter,
Plac ' the lac operator, Olac ' the structuralgene for , - galactosidase,
z gene , but does not carry functionaly gene , a gene , and I gene ( Fig .
1 ) ( Malamyet al . , 1972) .
Abbreviationsu ed :
IPTG , isopropyl- - D - thiogalactosideXG , 5 - bromo- 4 - chloro- 3 - indolyl-
- D - galactosideONPG , o - nitrophenyl- - D - galactoside; cyclic AMP ,
cyclic adenosine3 ' , 5 ' - monophosphatelac , deletion of the entire
lac region.
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Table 1. Bacterial and phage strains used in this study
ReferenceSourceCharactersStrains
(A) Escherichia coli strains
Ippen et al.K. IppenF trp lacX74su strJC6256
(1971)
this workas JC6256 9 lysogenicJC6256(r+)
for r+
(B) Bacteriophage strains






G. Kayajanian Kaiser andr imm434
Jacob (1957)
W. Szybalski Dove (1966)r papa
A.D. Kaiser Kaiser (1957)r c147
W.F. Dove Campbell (1961)sus029
Campbell (1961)W.F. DovesusP3
W.F. Dove Campbell (1961)
r c1857suso29susP3
V. Szybalski Eisen et al.r c1857cro27susP3
(1970)
G. Kayajanian Campbell (1961)r c I857susN7 susN53
W. Szybalski Eisen et al.r cI857cro27
(1970)
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Fig. 1 Transcriptional map of bacteriophage rplac5. The open
arrows indicate the directions of transcription. Inhibition
of transcription is indicated by the broken arrows. 0LpL
represents the leftward and 0RPR the rightward phage operator
promoter. OlacPlac represents the bacterial lac operator



















Tryptone broth (T broth) contained 10 gm tryptone (Oxoid) and
5 gm NaCl per litre of H20. Top agar and bottom agar for phage assay
contained 0.7% and 1.1% agar-agar (Sigma) in T broth, respectively.
Suspension buffer for ,phage dilution contained 6 x 10-3 M Tris-HC1
7x10-2 M NaCl and 0.005% gelatin in H20(pH 7.5), 10-3 M MgSO
TM buffer for dialysis contained 10-2 M Tris-HC1 and 10-2 M MgSO 4 (pH
7.1).
M9 glycerol medium contained per litre: 7 gm Na2HPO4, 3 gm
KH2PO4, 1 gm NH4C1, 1 mm MgSO4, 2 gm glycerol, 0.1 mM CaC12, 0.001 mM
FeC13, 2.5 gm Difco casamino acids, 2 mg vitamin B1 and 20 mg L-tryptophan.
M63 minimal medium (Pardee et al., 1959) contained per litre:
13.6 gm KHcPO4, 2.0 gm (NH4)2so41 0.2 gm MgSO4.7H20, 0.5 mg FeSO4.7H20,
2.0 gm glycerol, and adjusted to pH 7.0 by KOH. Amino acids in the
L-form at a concentration of 10 mg /l were added as needed.
M63-XG plates (Malamy ot al., 1959) contained M63 minimal medium
with 1.2% glucose, 1 jg/ml vitamin B1 and 30 mg/1 XG (5-chloro-4-brocno-
3-indolyl-p-D-galactoside). Top agar without XG and containing 0.6%
agar was used with M63-XG plates.
Assay mixture for (3-galactosidase contained per litre: 1.44
gm Na2HPO4.2_11 20, 1.32 gm KH2PO4, 0.2 mM MgSO4, 0.04 mM MnSO4, 0.02 M
Q -mercaptoethanol and 1 gm ONPG (o-nitrophenyl- P -D-galactoside).
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Lysoen Construction and Isolation
Escherichia coli JC6256 was grown to 2 x lO8 cells/ml at 37°
in T broth. Few drops of this culture supplemented with 10 mM MgSO4
were plated with top agar to an agar plate. One drop of high titre
phage rpapa was dropped on the plate to infect the bacteria on a localized
area. The plate was then incubated at 37° overnight. Bacteria were
picked out from this localized area which was almost clear in appearance.
The bacteria was then spreaded on agar plate to get colonies. Each
colony was isolated and checked against rc147 and rimm434 by streak
test. The successful lysogens JC6256(r+) were sensitive to r imm434
and resistant to rc147.
Construction of rplac5sus029susP3
rplac5susO29susP3 used in this work was constructed by crossing
rplac5 with rcI857susO29susP3 in TC600 (permissive for rsus mutants).
The presence of the sus029 and susP3 mutations was confirmed by positive
complementation test with rsusN7susN53cI857, but not with rcI857susO29susP3,
rsus029 and rsusP3 mutants. The presence of the lac z gene was
confirmed by plating with TC600 on M63-XG to give blue-colored plaques




The mutant was constructed by crossing rplac5 with
rcI857cro27susP3 in TC600. The presence of susP3 mutation was confirm-
ed by positive complementation test with rsus029 but not with rsusP3
mutants. The presence of cI857cro27 mutations was confirmed by success-
ful complementation test with rsusN7susN53cI857 at 42° but not with
rcI857cro27. The presence of lac z gene was confirmed by plating with
TC600 on M63-XG to give blue-colored plaques as described above.
Preparation of High Titre r Phage Stocks
E. coli strain TC600 was grown in tryptone broth supplemented
with 10 mM MgSO4 at 37° with aeration to a concentration of 5 x 107
cells/ml. Bacteriophage was added at a multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.)
of 0.02 and the culture was further incubated for several hours.
Chloroform was added to ensure complete lysis. After removing the cell
debris by centrifugation at 11,000 x G for 20 min the phages were
concentrated by the polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation method
(Yamamoto et al., 1970).
Purification of Phage
CsCl was added to the concentrated phage suspension to obtain a
12 ml solution with density of 1.496 gm/l (refractive index 1.3810=
8°10'). The suspension was then distributed to 3 nitrocellulose tubes
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(Beckman Spinco, Cat. No. 305050) and overlaid with about 1 ml of
mineral oil up to the rim of each tube. The CsCl phage suspension in
nitrocellulose tubes was centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 20-22 hr at 5-10°
in a Spinco SW50L rotor in Beckman Spinco L2-65B ultracentrifuge. The
thick phage band. which was formed in CsCl was removed with a syringe
by puncturing the side wall of the tube and dialysed against TM buffer.
There is strong reason for using highly purified phage preparations for
such kind of experiments. Crude phage preparations contain some
-galactosidase which posts serious interfer'ence especially at high
m.o.i.
Measurement of -galactosidase Activit in Pha ge-infected Bacteria
An overnight culture of E. coli in M9 glycerol medium was
diluted 20-folds, and grown in the same medium with aeration at 37° to
a concentration of 2 x 10 8 cells/ml. The culture was chilled, centrifuged
at 5,000 x G for 10 min, and resuspended to 2 x 10 9 cells/ml with cold
M9 glycerol medium supplemented with 10 mM MgSO4. The bacterial culture
was then divided into several portions, and infected with bacteriophage
at different multiplicities of infection (m. d. i.). 20 min at 00 were
allowed for adsorption. At time zero, fresh prewarmed (42°) M9 glycerol
medium was added to a titre of 2 x 108 cells/ml and the infected cells
were incubated with aeration at 39. At various times thereafter 1 ml
samples were removed, chilled in ice and immediately centrifuged. The
cells were resuspended in 1 ml assay mixture without ONPG and disrupted
by addition of 0.1 ml toluene. The toluenized samples were incubated
at 37° in a shaker for 30 min and used for assay bf -galactosidase
activity.
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The assay method for the B_galactosidase was modified from
that described by Pardee et al. (1959), and Putman and Koch (1975).
0.1 ml toluenized cell suspension was withdrawn and incubated with l ml
of assay mixture for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by addition of
1.5 ml of 0.43 M Na2CO3. The intensity of the yellow color, indicating
the phenol concentration, was measured at 420 nm. One unit of enzyme
is defined as the amount of enzyme catalyzing the conversion of 1,.mole
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of ONPG to o-nitrophenol in 30 min at 37
Conditions to allow B-galactosidase Synthesis from either the Phase
Promoter or the lac Promoter
Conditions have now been developed which allowed the expression
of B-galactosidase to be initiated wether from the phage promoter or
the bacteria lac promoter (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation).
If expression of B-galactosidase from only the phage promoter was
desired, the bacteria were infected with phage without the addition of
cyclic AMP. This was because after phage infection cyclic AMP level in cell
was reduced by the phage hin or car function (Cohen and Chang, 1970
Wu et al., 1971 Echols, 1974) to a level where the lac operon inserted
in the phage could no longer be expressed (Mercereau-Puijalon and
Kour it sky, 1976).
If expression of B-galactosidase from only the lac promoter
of the inserted lac operon was desired, a lambda lysogen was used as host,
and cyclic AMP was added together with the phage to the cell culture.
After 20 min for adsorption at 0°, .prewarmed M9 glycerol medium was added to
a titre of 2 x 108 cells/ml for the infected cell and 2mM for cyclic AMP.
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RESULTS
A E. coli deletion mutant, JC6256 or JC6256 (r+), which lacks
the whole lac operon was infected with rplac5 or its derivative phages
at different m.o.i., and aliquotes were taken at the indicated times
after infection. B-galactosidase synthesis either directed from the
phage promoter or from the bacteria promoter was assayed as described
in the Materials and Methods section.
(a) M.O.I. Effect on B-galactosidase Sythesis from lac Promoter
Lambda lysogenic strain JC6256(r+) is infected with rplac5029P3
at different m.o.i. in the presence of cyclic AMP. rplac5029P3 is
defective in autonomous phage DNA replication, so that the number of
phage DNA copies is constant and proportional to m.o.i. in this non-
permissive host (Brooks, 1965 Joyer et al., 1966 Eisen et al., 1966;
Ogawa and Tomizawa, 1968). The results are shown in Fig. 2. Synthesis
of B-galactosidase is initiated at 5 min after infection, and then
proceeds exponentially for a while before leveling off. The results
demonstrate that the synthesis of B-ga1actoidase from the lac promoter
is directly proportional to the multiplicity of infection. One control
with JC6256(r+) infected by rplac5029P3 (m.o.i. = 20) in the absence
of cyclic AMP demonstrates that the expression from the lac promoter
of the inserted lac operon in the phage infected cell requires the
addition of cyclic AMP (Fig. 2). Besides, the titration of the lambda
repressor by a large dose of infecting lambda phage (m.o.i. = 20) does
not lead to detectable amount of B -galactosidase synthesis. Therefore,
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interferance due to -galactosidase escape synthesis from phage
promoter is negligible.
Another control using lac inducer IPTG to induce -gaiactosidase
synthesis from E. coli K12 provides a reference for both the initiation
time and the maximal level attained (Fig. 2). The result demonstrates
that the initiation time for -galactosidase synthesis from the
bacterial genome or from the lac operon inserted in the phage genome is
about the same. The maximal level of -galactosidase attained by K12
after induction agrees with those from plac5029P3 according to the
gene dosage concept.
(b) M.O.I Effect on -galactosidase Synthesis from Phase Promoter
Because of the reduction of cyclic AMP level in the cell by the
hin or car function of the phage (Cohen and Chang, 1970 Wu et al.,
1971 Echols, 1974 Mercereau-Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976), we find
that the lac promoter in N plac5 is not active in the absence of addit-
ional cyclic AMP (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation see also
Fig. 2). Therefore, we can measure the expression of -galactosidase
synthesis starting only from the phage promoter by infecting JC6256 with
plac5029P3 in the absence of additional cyclic AMP.
The results shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate again that the synthesis
of -galactosidase from the phage promoter is linearly proportional to
the multiplicity of infection. On the other hand, the initiation time
for -galactosidase synthesis from the phage promoter is between 10-20
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min after infection which is very late in comparison with that from
the lac promoter. This is a unique feature of plac5 and its derivatives,
and has caused some complication for its interpretation (see discuss-
ion, also Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation).
If one compares the final B-galactosidase level in Fig. 3
(from phage promoter) with that presented in Fig. 2 (from lac promoter),
one will find that the final B-galactosidase level from the phage
promoter is considerably lower than that from the lac promoter at the
same m. o. i. This suggests that the phage promoter responsible for
B-galactosidase synthesis is a weaker promoter comparing with the lac
promoter.
If we use ,) ,plac5 which can replicate its DNA instead of
,plac5029P3, the results are basically similar to that of -plac5029P3,
but some irregularity and complications are observed. Fig. 4 again
shows that the synthesis of B-galactosidase from the phage promoter is
proportional to m. o. i. up to m. o. i. 40. Beyond that, the final
B-galactosidase level decreases as m. o. i. increases. The -galacto-
sidase level produced by plac5 is higher than that of- piac' -5029P-..7 at
the corresponding m. o. i. besides the correlation of B-galac tosidase
synthesis with m.o.i. is not a linear one as observed with plac5029P3.
These differences are understandable because , plac5 can replicate its
DNA. If the final B-galactosidase level at 80 :yin after infection is
considered, there is a sudden but consistant jump as m. o. i. increases
from 30 to 40 (data not shown). This observation can not be explained.
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( c ) M . O . I . E ffect on - galactosidaseS ynthesifrom phage P romoter
in he A bsenceof cro G ene P rouduct
T he cro ( tof ) gene product is an imporantregulatoryprotein
for phage gene expressionand lytic growth( E isen and P tashne, 1 9 7 1 ) .
T he phage cro gene product is shown to repress the leftward and right -
ward transcriptionsinitiatedat phage promoterPL ( P ero , 1 9 7 0 ) , P rm
( E isenet al . , 1 9 7 0 ; R eichardt, 1 9 7 5 a ) , andPR ( E cholset al . , 1 9 7 3 ;
R eichardt, 1 9 7 5 b ; T akedaet al . , 1 9 7 5 ) respctively.
when one increasesthe gene dosage for a particulargene , one
might also increase the gene dosage ofr the counter - acting controlling
genes . T herefore, we try to simplifythe systemby using plac 5 cro 2 7 P 3
where both the regulatorygene cro and the DNA replicationgene P are
inactive . T he results shown in F ig . 5 demonstratethat the synthesis
of - galactosidasefrom the phage promoter is also directly proportional
tp m . o . i . , besidesthe rate of - galactosidaseynth sis, and the final
level reachedare much higherthan thoge from plac 5 0 2 9 P 3 ( F ig . 3 )
when both of which are studied in the absence of additionalcyclic AMP .
W e also wish to point out that - galactosidaseis synthesizedcoutinuous-
ly beyond 6 0 min after infectionin the absenceof the cro gene .
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Fig. 2 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the synthesis of
-galactosidase from bacterial lac promoter. E. coli
strain JC6256(+) was grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39 and
infected with plac5029P3 at different m.o.i. shown at the
right of the figure. Cyclic AMP was added 20 min before infected
cells were diluted in prewarmed M9 glycerol medium. Samples
were taken at the indicated times. The infected cells were
disrupted by toluene, and the -galactosidase activity was
assayed (See Materials and Methods).
m.o.i.= 5m.o.i.= 2
M. 0. i._ 30m.o. i.= 10
m. o. i.= 20 without the addition of cyclic AMP
E. coli strain K12 is induced by lac inducer












Fig. 3- The effect of multiplicity of infection on the synthesis of
-galactosidase from phage promoter. E. coli strain JC6256
was grown in M9 glycerol medium at 390 and infected with
Xplac5029P3 at different m.o.i. shown at the right of the
figure. Samples were taken at the indicated times. The infect-
ed cells were disrupted by toluene, and the 3-ga?_actosidase
activity was assayed (see Materials and Methods).















Fig. 4 The effect of multiplicity of infection on B-galactosidase
synthesis from phage promoter. E. coli strain JC6256 was grown
in M9 glycerol medium at 39° and infected with rplac5 at
different m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Samples
were taken at the indicated times. The infected cells were
disrupted by toluene, and the B-galactosidase activity was
assayed (see Materials and Methods).












Fig .5 The effect of multipiicity of infection on the synthesis of
p-galactosidase from phage promoter in the absence of cro 
gene product. E. coli strain JC6 2 5 6 was grown in M9 glycerol
. Qmedium at 39 and infected with \ plac5 cro2 7 P3 at different 
m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Samples were taken 
at the indicated times. The infected cells were disrupted by 
toluene, and the p-galactosidase activity was assayed (see 
Materials and Methods).
o--o — ■ m.o.i. = 5; — -- © —  © — m.o.i. = 10;
— — m.o.i. = 3 0 ;
• strain JC6 236 was infected with Jv.plac5029P3
at m.o.i. of 5















In the prokaryotic system, gene dosage has long been assumed or
postulated to be one of the controlling factors for the extent of-gene
expression (Szybalski, 1972 Nijkamp et al., 1970 Takeda, 1975) how-
ever, very little work has been published trying to confirm this relat-
Mark et al. 1976-
T ionship(Mark,1970TsuiandMark,1976CfiandferandPritchard,1975).
The difficulty in obtaining clean cut results to this effect lies on
(1) the difficulties in controlling the gene dosage inside the cell.
In this respect, the bacteriophage system offers some advantage. (2)
The extent of gene expression is precisely controlled in biological
system. Increasing the gene dosage for a particular gene might also
increase the gene dosage for the negative controlling gene. There-
fore, the gene dosage effect on the extent of gene expression can be
clearly observed only when the function of the interfering controlling
genes has been removed, or in simplified systems where no negative
gene is involved. The system used in this experimental series is a
simplified one. The counteracting lac repressor gene from the bacteria
or the inserted lac operon is either deleted or inactive. With this
simplified system, we demonstrate that the extent of gene expression
is proportional to the gene dosage present. Other simplified systems
also demonstrate a good correlation between the rate of gene expression
and the gene dosage present. The synthesis of [3-galactosidase (z gene
product) from the lambda leftward promoter, PL, in Xtrp-lacc1857cro-P-
infected cells is proportional to m.o.i. (Luk and Mark, manuscript in
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preparation). The synthesis of lambda morphogenic proteins from
internal duplication or triplication of morphogenetic genes shows
good gene dosage correlation (Ray and Pearson, 1976). The synthesis
of pre-early RNA from bacteriophage T5 again shows good correlation
with m.o.i. (Brunschede and Bremer, 1976).
In the eukaryotic system, the vast amount of literatures on
repeating genes (Edstrom and Lambert, 1975 Tartof, 1975), polyploidy
(Reichert and Winter, 1975 Movva et al., 1978), aneuploidy (Eicher and
Coleman, 1977 Epstein et al., 1977), and oogenesis (Hourcade et al.,
1973) have fully established the fact that multiple copies of a particular
gene have uhiversal occurance, and likely to be of great significance to
the eukaryotic cell. In light of our recent observation as well as
others that prokaryotic genes are expressed as a function of gene dosage
in the absence of regulatory control, it is very tempting to speculate
that the multiple gene copies in eukaryotic cell are used for regulating
the rate of synthesis or the amount of gene products present in the cell.
There are numerous examples to support this concept. Among the repeating
genes, the ribosomal RNA (18S, 5.8S, 28S, 5S) genes and the various
transfer RNA genes have structural functions and lack the translational
amplification. The histones serve as the structural protein for binding
to DNA; single copcsof the various histone genes, however, are insufficient
to produce the great amount of histone needed during the cleavage period
of embryogenesis. In case of Balbiani.rings, gene multiplicity may be
related to the demand for a preponderance of secretory proteins in the
salivary gland cells of Chironomus tentans (Grossbach, 1969). During
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the oogenesis of many organisms, the temporary amplification of the
ribosomal genes by increasing the number of nucleoli within oocytes is
used to increase the rate of rRNA production so that oocytes can produce
massive quantities of ribosomes within a short time period (Hourcade
et al., 1973).
Phase Promoter responsible for B-galactosidase Expression
Some authors have assumed that the leftward phage promoter, PL,
in phage plac5 is the phage promoter responsible for B-galactosidase
expression (Mercereau-Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976 Blattner et al.,
1977). However, our data do not support this proposition. For example,
the extensively delayed (10-20 min after infection) appearance of
B-galactosidase initiating from phage promoter is difficult to account
for if PL promoter is responsible. Using a trp-lac phage where the
expression of B-galactosidase is initiated from PT (Epp and Pearson,
1976), we show that the level of B-galactosidase synthesis is inversely
proportional to m. o. i. in cro+ case, and directly proportional to m. o. i.
in cro- case (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation). The data presented
in this communication show that B-galactosidase synthesis from phage
promoter is directly proportional to m.o.i. both in cro+ and cro- cases.
We believe that the phage promoter responsible for B-galactosidase
expression is a promoter in the b2 region. The experimental evidence
to support this suggestion will be presented separately (Luk and Mark,
manuscript in preparation).
THE SEPARATION OF PHAGE PROMOTER FROM BACTERIAL lac PROMOTER
FOR -GALACTOSIDASE EXPRESSION IN TRANSDUCING PHAGE plac5
8SUMMARY
The replication defective transducing phage plac5029P3
carries E. coli lac operon in the b2 region of the lambda phage.
This lac operon segment contains the lac promoter, the lac operator,
and the -galactosidase z gene, but does not contain the lac repressor
i gene. The z gene can be expressed from both the inserted lac
promoter and the phage promoter. When E. coli strain 594 (z-, i+) or
JC6256 ( lac) is infected by plac5029P3 in the absence of addit-
ional cyclic AMP, ( - 1galactosidase synthesis is shown to be expressed
from the phage.promoter. When 594( ) or JC6256( ) is infected by
plac5029P3 in the presence of additional cyclic AMP and IPTG,
-galactosidase synthesis is shown to be expressed from the inserted
lac promoter.
The ability to separate the p}gage promoter from the inserted
lac promoter for -galactosidase expression will simplify the
interpretation whenever plac5 is used.
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INTRODUCTION
The lac operon of Escherichia coli contains complex controll-
ing elements, such as promoter and operator. The lac promoter is a
segment of DNA which contains at least two sites: the CAP site and
the RNA polymerase interaction site (Reznikoff, 1972 Dickson et al.,
1975). Cyclic AMP activates catabolite gene activator protein (CAP)
to bind to the CAP site which in turn activates the binding of RNA
polymerase to the RNA polymerase binding site to initiate lac
transcription (Dickson et al., 1975). The lac operator is a nucleotide
sequence to which the lac repressor binds so that it blocks the
initiation of lac transcription (Gilbert and Muller-Hill, 1967 Eron
and Block, 1971 Chen et al., 1971).
A lac transducing phhage, plac5, was constructed (Ippen et al.,
1971), and has wide application for the study of the lac operon and
for other purpose (Shapiro et al., 1969 deCrombrugghe et al., 1971
Eron et al., 1971 Malamy et al., 1972 Mercereau-Puijalon and
Kourilsky, 1976; Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation). The plac5
carries a segment of the E. coli lac operon in the b2 region of the
lambda phage. This lac operon segment contains the lac promoter; the
lac operator; and the z gene, structural gene for B-galactosidase
but does not carry functional i gene, y gene, and a gene (Shapiro
et al., 1969 Ippen et al., 1971) (see Fig. 1).
The inserted -galactosidase z gene can be expressed from
both the lac promoter and the phage promoter (Mark et al., 1976;
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Mercereau-Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976; Luk and Mark, manuscript in
preparation). This casts a lot of uncertainty for the interpretation
whenever the B-galactosidase is used as a marker.
This communication describes conditions which allow one to
separate the expression of the z gene from either the bacterial lac
promoter or from the phage promoter.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
B acterialand P haye S trains
B acterial and phage strains used in this study are listed in
T able 1 . P hage X plac 5 c 1 8 5 7 ( abbreviatedas X plac 5 ) , constructed
by I ppen et al . ( 1 9 7 1 ) , carrieda segmentof the E . coli lac operon
in the b 2 regionof lambdaphagegenome( F ig . 1 ) ( S hapiroet al . ,
1 9 6 9 M alamyet al . , 1 9 7 2 ) .
A bbreviationsused :
IPTG , isopropyl- p - D - thiogalactO side XG , 5 - bromo- 4 - chloro- 3 - indolyl-
P - D - galactosideONPG , o - nitrophenyl- P - D - galactosidecyclic AMP ,
cyclic adenosine3 ' , 5 ' - monophosphatelac , deletion of the entire
lac region.
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T able 1 . B acterial and phage strains used in this study
R eferenceS ourceC haractersS trains
( A ) E scherichiacoli strains
C ampbell( 1 9 6 1 )W . S zybalskisu dal st rrlac -5 9 4
C ampbell( 1 9 6 1 )W . S zybalskias 5 9 4 , ly sogenis5 9 4 ( r + )
for r +
F try lac X 7 4 su stns K . I ppenJC6 2 5 6 I ppenet al . ,
( 1 9 7 1 )
JC 6 2 5 6 ( r + ) as JC 6 2 5 6 , lysogenic
for r + this work
( B ) B acteriophagestrains
W . S zybaiski I pp en et al . ,X P 1 ac 5 c 1 8 5 7 ( X piac5 I I
( 1 9 7 1 )
this work C ampbell( 1 9 6 1 )X plac5 sus0 2 9 susP 3
C ampbell( 1 9 6 1 )W . F . D ovesus0 2 9
C ampbell( 1 9 6 1 )V . F . D ovesusP 3
C ampbell( 1 9 6 1 )W . F . D ovec 1 8 5 7 sus0 2 9 susP 3
C ampbell( 1 9 6 1 )G . K ayajanianc 1 8 5 7 susN 7 susN 5 3
A . D . K aiser K aiser( 1 9 5 7 )c I 4 7
K aiser and J acobG . K ayajanianimm4 3 4
( 1 9 5 7 )
W . S zybalski D ove( 1 9 6 6 )papa
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Fig. 1 Transcriptional map of bacteriophage rplac5. The open
arrows indicate the directions of transcription. Inhibition
of transcription is indicated by broken arrows. 0LPL
represents the leftward and 0RPR the rightward phage operator
promoter. 0lacPlac represents the bacterial lac operator
and promoter. (After Malamy et al., 1972; Szybalski, 1976).
b2 PL Prm Pre
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Tryptone broth (T broth) contained 10 gm tryptone (Oxoid)
and 5 gm NaCl per litre of H20. Top agar and bottom agar for phage
assay contained 0.7% and 1.1% agar-agar (Sigma) in T broth, respective-
ly. Suspension buffer for phage dilution contained 6 x 10-3 M Tris-
HC1 (pH 7.5), 10-3 M MgSO4, 7 x 10-2 M NaCl and 0.005% gelatin in H20.
TM buffer for dialysis contained 10-2 M Tris-HC1 and 10-2 M MgSO 4
(pH 7.1).
M9 glycerol medium contained per litre: 7 gm Na2HPO4, 3 gm
KH2PO4, 1 gm NH 4C1, 1 mM MgSO4, 2 gm glycerol, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.001 mm
FeCl3, 2.5 gm Difco casamino acids, 2 mg vitamin B1 and 20 mg L-
tryptophar.
M63 minimal medium (Pardee et al., 1959) contained per litre:
13.6 gm KH2PO41 2.0 gm (NH4)2SO4, 0.2 gm MgSO4.7H2O, 0.5 mg FeS014.7H20,
2.0 gm glycerol, and adjusted to pH 7.0 with KOH. Amino-acids in L-
form at a concentration of 10 mg/1 were added as needed.
M63-XG plates (Malamy et al., 1972) contained M63 minimal medium
with 1.2% agar, 0.2% glucose, 1 pg/ml vitamin B1 and 30 mg/l XG (5-
chloro-4-bromo-3-indolvl- B -D-galactoside). Top agar without XG and
containing 0.6% agar was used with M63-XG plates.
Assay mixture for B -galactosidase contained per litre: 1.44
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gm Na2HPO4.2H2O, 1.32 gm KH2PO4, 0.2 mM MgSO41 0.04 mM MnSO41 0.02 M
B-mercaptoethanol and 1 gm ONPG (o-nitrophenyl- B-D-galactoside).
Lysogen Construction and Isolation
Escherichia coli strain 594 or JC6256 was grown to 2 x 108
cells/ml at 37° in T broth. Few drops of this culture supplemented
with 10 mM MgSO 4 were plated with top agar to an agar plate. One
drop of high titre phage .papa was dropped on the plate to infect
the bacteria on a localized area. The plate was then incubated at
37° overnight (about 8 hours). Bacteria were picked out from this
localized area which was almost clear in appearance. The bacteria
was then spreaded on agar plate to get colonies. Each colony was
isolated and checked against c147 and imm434 by streak test.
The successful lysogens 594( 入+) or JC6256(+) were sensitive to
imm434 and resistant to c147.
Construction of plac5'sus029susP3
plac5sus029susP3 used in this work was constructed by cross-
ing plac5 with c1857susO29susP3 in TC600 (permissive for 入 sus
mutant s). The presence of the sus029 and susP3 mutations was confirmed
by positive complementation test with c1857susN7susN53, but not with
c1857susO29susP3, .sus029 and ,susP3 mutants. The presence of lac z
gene was confirmed by plating with TC600 on M63-XG to give blue-colored
plaques (Ippen et al., 1971).
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Preparation of High Titre Phage Stocks
E. coli strain TC600 was grown in tryptone broth supplemented
with 10 mM MgSO 4 at 37o with aeration to a concentration of 5 x 107
cells/ml. Bacteriophage was added at a multiplicity of infection
(m. o. i.) of 0.02 and the culture was further incubated for several
hours. Chloroform was added to ensure complete lysis. After removing
the cell debris by centrifugation at 11,000 x G for 20 min, the phages
were concentrated by the polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation
method (Yamamoto et al., 1970).
Purification of Phage
CsCl was added to the concentrated phage suspension to obtain
a 12 ml solution in a density of 1.496 gm/l (refractive index 1.3810=
8010'). The suspension was then distributed to 3 nitrocellulose tubes
(Beckman Spinco, Cat. No. 305050) and overlaid with about 1 ml of
mineral oil up to the rim of each tube. The CsCl phage suspension
in nitrocellulose tubes was centrifuged at.30,000 rpm for 20-22 hr at
5o-10o in a Spinco SW50L rotor in Beckman Spinco L2-65B ultracentrifuge.
The thick phage band which was formed in CsCl was removed with a
syringe by puncturing the side wall of the tube and dialysed against
TM buffer. There is strong reason for using highly purified phage
preparations for such kind of experiments. Crude phage preparations
contain some B-galactosidase which posts serious interference especially
at high m.o.i.
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Measurement of B-galactosidase Activity in Phage-infected Bacteria
An overnight culture of E. coli in M9 glycerol medium was
diluted 20-folds, and grown in the same medium with aeration at 37o
to a concentration of 2 x 108 cells/ml. The culture was chilled,
centrifuged at 5,000 x G for 10 min, and resuspended to 2 x 109 cells/ml
with cold M9 glycerol medium supplemented with 10 mM MgSO4. The
bacterial culture was then infected with bacteriophages at indicated
multiplicity of infection (m.o. i.). 20 min at 0 0 were allowed for
adsorption. At time zero, fresh prewarmed (42°) M9 glycerol medium
was added to ob.tain a titre of 2 x 108 cells/ml and the infected cells
were incubated with aeration at 39o. At various times thereafter 1 ml
samples were removed, chilled in ice and immediately centrifuged. The
cells were resuspended in 1 ml assay mixture without ONPG and disrupted
by addition of 0.1 ml toluene. The toluenized samples were incubated
at 37o in a shaker for 30 min and used for assay of B -galactosidase
activity.
The assay method for B-galac tosida'se was modified from that
described by Pardee et al. (1959), Miller (1972), and Putnam and Koch
(1975). 0.1 ml toluenized cell suspension was withdrawn and incubated
with 1 ml of assay mixture for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by
addition of 1.5 ml of 0.43 M Na2CO3. The intensity of the yellow
color, indicating the phenol concentration, was measured at 420 nm.
One unit of enzyme is defined as the amount of enzyme catalyzing the
0
conversion of 1 mole of ONPG to o-nitrophenol in 30 min at 37.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Conditions for B-galactosidase Synthesisinitiated from Phase Promoter
Escherchia coli strain 594 is shown to contain active lac
repressor (i gene product), but to be defective in B-galactosidase
synthesis (z gene product) (Fig. 2 and 3).
When E. coli 594 cells are infected with piac5029P3 (defect-
ive in phage DNA replication) in the absence of additional cyclic AMP,
B-galactosidase synthesis is shown to begin after a long lag of 10-
20 min, and then proceeds for another 40 min (see Fig. 2). The express-
ion of B-galactosidase under these conditions is expected to derive
only from the phage promoter because the inserted lac promoter is
inhibited both by the presence of the lac repressor as well as by
the depressed cyclic AMP level after phage infection (Cohen and Chang,
1970 Wu et al., 1971 deCrombrugghe et al., 1971 Echols, 1974
Pastan and Adhya, 1976).
To further verify this point, 594 cells are infected by
,plac5029P3 in the absence of additional cyclic AMP and/or IPTG.
We find no (3-galactosidase synthesis under these conditions (Fig. 2
and 3). These results confirm that P-galactosidase synthesized in
plac5029P3-infected 594 cells is initiated only from phage promoter.
E. coli JC6256 is a strain where the whole lac operon including
the lac repressor (i) gene has been deleted (Ippen et al., 1971).
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When JC6256 cells are infected with plac5029P3 or plac5, data
not shown) in the absence of additional cyclic AMP, B-galactosidase
synthesis is again shown to appear after a long lag of 10-20 min, and
continued for another 40 min (see Fig. 2). However, when JC6256 ( +)
cells are infected with plac5029P3 (or plac5, data not shown) in
the absence of additional cyclic AMP, no B-galactosidase is produced
(Fig. 2 and 3). These results show clearly that in the absence of
additional cyclic AMP, B-galactosidase is expressed only from the phage
promoter. Apparently, the inserted lac promoter is sufficiently
suppressed by the depressed cyclic AMP level after phage infection
alone (Echols, 1974; Pastan and Adhya, 1976).
It should be pointed out that the suppression of lac promoter
by phage infection is observed even in lysogens where lambda gene
expression is seriously restricted.
Concerning which phage promoter is responsible for B-gaiacto
sidase expression in the absence of cyclic AMP,- some authors have
assumed that the leftward phage promoter, PL, in lac5 is the phage
promoter responsible for B-galactosidase expression (Mercereau-
Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976 Blattner et al., 1977). However, our
data do not support this proposition. For example,. the extensively
delayed (10-20 min after infection) appearance of B-galactosidase
initiating from phage promoter is difficult to account for if PL
promoter is responsible. We believe that the phage promoter res-
ponsible for B-galactosidase expression is a promoter in the b2
region. The experimental evidence to support this suggestion will be
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presented separately (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation).
Conditions for B-galactosidase Synthesis initiated from Inserted
Lac Promoter
When E. coli strain 594( +) cells are infected with plac5029P3
in the presence of additional cyclic AMP and lac inducer IPTG,B-
galactosidase synthesis appears 5 min after induction just as
observed in normal induction. B-galactosidase level continues to
increase until about 60 min after infection (see Fig. 3). The synthesis
of B-galactosidase can only be expressed from the inserted lac promoter
since phage promoters are suppressed by the lambda repressor present
in the lysogen (Ptashne, 1967b). However, there is a limit beyond
which the effective suppression by the lambda repressor could not
hold. At multiplicity of infection of 20, effective suppression by
existing lambda repressor still holds, but at multiplicity of infection
of 40, the lambda repressors are titrated.out (Ptashne, 1967a;
Reichardt and Kaiser, 1971) and some degree of B-galactosidase express-
ion from phage promoter is observed (data not shown).
When E. coli Jc6256( +) cells are infected with plac5029P3
in the presence of cyclic AMP, B-galactosidase synthesis is observed
in a manner similar to that observed with 594( +) described above
(see Fig. 3).
The addition of cyclic AMP seems very crucial for the proper
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expression from the inserted lac promoter. In the absence of addit-
ional cyclic AMP (in case of JC6256( +)) or in the absence of cyclic
AMP and/or inducer IPTG (in case of 594( +)), no B-galactosidase
is synthesized (see Fig. 2 and 3).
Mercereau-Puijalon and Kourilsky (1976) used a imm2lplac5
double lysogen unable to excise and replicate, and reported that
B-galactosidase was synthesized presumably from phage promoter PL
only in the presence of cyclic AMP. Our results are different in that
cyclic AMP is not essential when B-galactosidase synthesis is initiated
from a phage promoter. Cyclic AMP becomes essential only when B-
galactosidase synthesis is initiated from the inserted lac promoter
in an infected cell. Since the hin or car function (Cohen and Chang,
1970; Echols, 1974) is expressed in this system, and there is some
uncertainty as to which promoter is responsible for B-galactosidase
expression. These discrepancy can be reduced if the inserted lac
promoter is responsible for their observed B-galactosidase. synthesis.
Mercereau-Puijalon and Kourilsky (1976) also reported that
the rate of escape synthesis of B-galactosidase was only 3-4% of the
regular IPTG induction. Our results demonstrate that B-galactosidase
synthesis initiated from the inserted lac promoter is higher than that
initiated from the phage promoter by 4-8 folds (at the same m.o.i.)
besides the level of the B-galactosidase synthesis from the inserted
lac promoter in plac5029P3 agrees neatly with the level of B-gal-
actosidase synthesis in normal E. coli K cells after IPTG induction
if the gene dosage is taken into consideration (Luk and Mark, manuscript
in preparation).
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Fig. 2 Synthesis of (3 -galactosidase from phage promoter. E. coli
cell grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39° was infected with
plac5029P3 at m.o.i. of 5. Samples were taken at the
indicated times. The infected cells were broken by toluene,
and the -galactosidase activity was assayed. (See Materials
and Methods).
strain 594 infected with plac5029P3;
strain 594(+) infected with plac5029P3;
strain JC6256 infected with piac5029P3;






Fig. 3 Synthesis of B-galactosidase from inserted lac promoter.
E. coli cell grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39° was infected
with plac5029P3 at m.o.i. of 2. Samples were taken at the
indicated times. The infected cells were broken by toluene,
and the B-galactosidase activity was assayed. (See Materials
and Methods).
strain 594( +) was infected with plac5029P3
in the presence of IPTG (1 mM final concentrat-
ion) and cyclic AMP (2 mM final concentration)
added at time zero;
strain JC6256( +) was infected with, plac5029P3
in the presence of cyclic AMP (2 mM final
concentration) added at time zero
strain 594( +) was infected with. plac5029P3
in the presence of*IPTG (1 mM final concentration
and in the absence of additional cyclic AMP;
strain JC6256( +) was infected with plac5029P3
in the absence of additional cyclic AMP;
strain 5940( +) was infected with plac5029P3
in the presence of cyclic AMP (2 mM final







THE PHAGE PROMOTER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EXPRESSION OF THE
INSERTED -GALACTOSIDASE GENE IN BACTERIOPHAGE plac5
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SUMMARY
The lac transducing phage, plac5, carries a segment of the
E. coli lac operon on the leftside of the b2 region of the lambda phage.
In the absence of additional cyclic AMP, -galactosidase can only be
expressed from the phage promoter, and the expression of the inserted
lac. promoter is suppressed. This phage promoter responsible for -
galactosidase synthesis is shown to be under the control of the cI and
N gene products; however, the repressive action of the cro gene product
at high multiplicity of infection is not observed although some turn
off at very late time is detected. To pin down this phage promoter,
results described in this communication and those described elsewhcre
can rule out the promoter PI, PR, P'R, and the promoter PL also looks
rather unlikely. No firm identification of this phage promoter has been
made, but the promoter(s) in the b2 region (the b2 promoter) is proposed.
The phage promoter responsible for -galactosidase synthesis is shown
to be a weak promoter, requires the gene product or one (or more) of




When an Escherichia coli cell is infected with lambda phage,
there are two major characteristic types of response---the lysogenic or
the lytic. In the lysogenic response, the genome of the virus is insert-
ed into the bacterial chromosome, elicits repressor synthesis, and
suppresses the expression of most other lambda genes. In the lytic res-
ponse, the phage replicates its DNA, and synthesizes a large number of
structural proteins. The DNA and structural components assemble together
to form phage particles. At the end, the bacterial envelope is ruptured,
and the progeny phage particles are released (for review, see Echols,
1972 Herskowitz, 1973).
A lac transducing phage, plac5, was constructed (Ippen et al.,
1971), and has wide application for the study of the lac operon and
the lambda phage (Shapiro et al., 1969 deCrombrugghe et al., 1971 Eron
et al., 1971 Malamy et al., 1972 Mercereau-Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976
Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation). In plac5, a segment of the
E. coli lac operon replaces a equal length (from 39.6% to 48.1%, 8.5% of
genome) DNA on the left side of the b2 region of the lambda phage
(Malamy et al., 1972). This lac.operon segment contains the lac promoter;
the lac operator and the z gene, structural gene for f3 B-galactosidase
but does not carry functional i gene, y gene, and a gene (Shapiro et al.,
1969 Ippen et al., 1971). The b2 segment to the right of the lac operon
segment can be deleted, and this strain is X p1acSR2 (Malamy et al.,
1972) (see Fig. 1).
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The inserted B-galactosidase z gene can be expressed from both
the lac promoter and the phage promoter (Mark et al., 1976 Mercereau-
Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976 Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation).
It is discovered later that the expression of B-galactosidase from the
lac promoter and the phage promoter can be separated. In the absence of
additional cyclic AMP,B-galactosidase will be synthesized only from the
phage promoter. On the other hand, when a lambda lysogen is infected by
this transducing phage,r plac5, in the presence of additional cyclic AMP
and IPTG (if lac repressor from the bacteria is active), B-galactosidase
is synthesized only from the lac promoter (Luk and Mark, manuscript in
preparation).
There is no clear cut data to show which lambda promoter is
responsible for the expression of the B-galactosidase z gene. Some
authors have assumed that it is from the leftward promoter PL (Mercereau-
Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976 Blattner et al., 1977).
In this communication, we report experiment trying to narrow





The following Escherichia coli strains were used: 594 lac su
(Campbell, 1961), nonpermissive hosts for rsus mutants and defective
in B-galactosidase production; 594(r+), lysogenic for r+. TC600
(permissive) is a Ti resistant strain of C600 and was used for growing
rsus mutants.
Bacteriophages
The bacteriophage strains utilized in this study are listed in
Table 1. Phage rplac5cI857 (abbreviated as Rplac5), constructed by
Ippen et al. (1971), carries a segment of the E. coli lac operon in the
b2 region. This lac operon segment contains the lac promoter, Plac; the
lac operator, 0lac; the structural gene for B-galactosidase, z gene;
but does not carry functional y gene, a gene, and i gene (Fig. 1). Phage
rpiacSR2cI857 (abbreviated as rplacSR2), a derivative of rplac5, acquires
a deletion in the b2-att region to the right of the lac operon segment
(see Fig. 1) (Malamy et al., 1972).
Abbreviations used:
IPTG, isopropyl- B -D-thiogalactoside; XG, 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-
B-D-galactosidase; ONPG, o-nitrophenyl- B -D-galactoside; cyclic AMP;
cyclic adenosine 3', 5' -monophosphate.
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Table 1. Bacteriophage strains used in this study
Strains Source Reference
W. Szybalskiplac5c1857 ("plac5") Ippen et al. (1971)
this workplac5sus029suSP3
this workplac5cI1167suSP3
plac5sus 21 this work
this laborator Tsui and Mark (1976)cIII67susP3
W.F. Dovesus029 Campbell (1961)
W.F. Dove Campbell (1961)susP3
G. Kayajanian Campbell (1961)susQ21
W.F. Dove Campbell (1961)c1857susO29susP3
G. Kayajanian Campbell (1961)c1857susN7su8N53
A.D. Kaiser Kaiser (1957)cII68
A.D. Kaiser Kaiser (1957)hcIII67
M.H. Malamy Malamy et al. (1972)placSR2cI857 (" piacSR2'
this workplacSR2sus029susP3
B. Gronenborn Campbell (1961)plac5susN7susN53
G. Kayajanian Kaiser and Jacob (1957)imm434susP3
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Fig.l The physical map of bacteriophage rplac5 and rplacSR2. In
rplac5, 8:5% of the egenome (between 39.6 and 48.1%) is
deleted and replaced by the fragment P-O-z of the lac operon.
In phage rplacSR2 an additional segment of the rgenome, which
measured 9% r(between 48.1 and 59.1%) and includes the att
site, is deleted. This deletion is indicated by symbol △。
The open arrows indicate the directions of transcription.
(After Malamy et al., 1972 Szybalski, 1976)
44.3 57.3
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Tryptone broth (T broth) contained 10 gm tryptone (oxoid) and
5 gm NaCl per litre of H20. Top agar and bottom agat for phage assay
contained 0.7% and 1.1% agar-agar (Sigma) in T broth, rspectively.
Suspension buffer for phage dilution contained 6 x 10-3 M Tris-HCl
(pH 7.5), 10-3 M MgSO4, 7 x 10-2 M NaCl and 0.005% gelatin in H20.
TM buffer for dialysis contained 10-2 M Tris-HCl and 10-2 M MgSO4
(pH 7.1).
M9 glycerol medium contained per litre: 7 gm Na2HPO4, 3 gm
KH2PO4, 1 gm NH4Cl, 1 mM MgSO4, 2 gm glycerol, 0.1 mM Cacl2, 0.001 mM
FeCl3, 2.5 gm Difco casamino caids, 2 mg vitamin B and 20 mg L-tryptophan.
M63 minimal medium (Pardee et al., 1959) contaied per litre:
13.6 gm KH2PO4, 2.0 gm (NH4)2SO4, 0.2 gm MgSO4.7H20, 0.5 mg FeSO4.7H20,
2.0 gm glycerol, and adjusted to pH7.0 by KOH. Amino acids in the L-
form at a concentration of 10 mg/l were added as needed.
M63-XG plates (Malamy et al., 1972) contained M63 minimal medium
with 1.2% glucose, 1 g/ml vitamin B and 30 mg/l XG (5-chloro-4-bromo-
3-indolyl- -D-galactoside). Top agar without XG and containing 0.6%
agar was used with M63-XG plates.
Assay mixture for -galactosidase contained per litre: 1.44
gm Na2HPO4.2H20, 1.32 gm KH2PO4, 0.2 mM MgSO4, 0.04 mM MnSO4, 0.02 M
-mercaptoethanol and l gm ONPG (o-nitrophenyl- -D-galactoside).
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Construction of plac5sus029susP3 and placSR2sus029susP3
plac5sus029susP3 and placSR2 sus029susP3 used in this work were
constructed by crossing plac5 with. cI857susO29susP3 and placSR2 with
cI857susO29 usP3 in TC600 (permissive for sus mutants), respectively.
The presence of the sus029 and susP3 mutations was confirmed by positive
complementation test with cI857su8N7susN53, but not with c1857susO29susP3.
sus029 and susP3 mutants. The presence of the lac z gene was con-
firmed by plating with TC600 on M63-XG to give blue-colored plaques
(Ippen et al., 1971).
Construction of aplac5cIIII6a7_susP
The plac5cIII67susP3 mutant was constructed by crossing ,plac5
with cIII67susP3 (Tsui and Mark, 1976) in TC600. The presence of lac z
gene was detected by plating with TC600 on M63-XG to form blue-colored
plaques as described above. The presence of susP3 mutation was con-
firmed by positive complementation test with sus029 and c1857susN7susN53
but not with susP3 mutant. The presence of cIII67 mutation was con-
firmed by a successful recombination test with cII68 but not with
c11167. The cI857 character was confirmed by plaque morphology.
Construction of lplac5susQ21
The mutant )plac5susQ21 was constructed by crossing plac5 with
susQ21. The presence of lac z gene was confirmed as described above.
The susQ21 mutation was conf.Cmed by positive complementation test
with cI85susO29susP3 but not with, susQ21 mutant. The cI857 character
was confirmed by plaque morphology.
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Preparation of High Titre Phage Stocks
E. coli strain TC600 was grown in tryptone broth supplemented
with 10 mM MgSO4 at 37° with aeration to a concentration of 5 x 107
cells/ml. Bacteriophage was added at a multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.)
of 0.02 and the culture was further incubated for several hours.
Chloroform was added to ensure complete lysis. After removing the cell
debris by centrifugation at 11,000 x G for 20 min the phages were
concentrated by the polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation method
(Yamamoto et al., 1970).
Purification of Phage
CsCl was added to the concentrated phage suspension to obtain a
12 ml solution with density of 1.496 gm/l (refractive index 1.3810=
The suspension was then distributed to 3 nitrocellulose tubes
8010').
(Beckman Spinco, Cat. No. 305050) and overlaid with about 1 ml of
mineral oil up to the rim of each tube. The CsCl phage suspension in
° °
nitrocellulose tubes was centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 20-22 hr at 5o-10
in a Spinco SW50L rotor in Beckman Spinco L2-65B ultracentrifuge. The
thick phage band which was formed in CsCl was removed with a syringe
by puncturing the side wall of the tube and dialysed against TM buffer.
There is strong reason for using highly purified phage preparations for
such kind of experiments. Crude phage preparations contain some
B-galactosidase which pos,.z serious interference especially at high
m.o. i.
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Measurement of B-galactosidase Activity Phage-infected Bacteria
An overnight culture of E. cols in M9 glycerol medium was
diluted 20-folds, and grown in the same medium with aeration at 370 to
a concentration of 2 x 108 cells/ml. The culture was chilled, centri--
fuged at 5,000 x G for 10 min, and resuspended to 2 x 109 cells/ml
with cold M9 glycerol medium supplemented with 10 mM MgSO4. The bact-
erial culture was then infected with bacteriophages at indicated-
multiplicity of infection (m. o. i.). 20 min at 0o were allowed for
adsorption. At time zero, fresh prewarmed (42o) M9 glycerol medium
was added to obtain a titre of 2 x 108 cells/ml and the infected cells
were incubated with aeration at 39°. At various times thereafter 1 ml
samples were removed, chilled in ice and immediately centrifuged. The
cells were resuspended in 1 ml assay mixture without ONPG and disrupted
by addition of 0.1 ml toluene. The toluenized samples were incubated
at 370 in a shaker for 30 min and used for assay of B-galactosidase
activity.
The assay method for B-galactosidase was modified from that
described by Pardee et al. (1959), Miller (1972), and Putnam and Koch
(1975). 0.1 ml toluenized cell suspension was withdrawn and incubated
with 1 ml of assay mixture for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by
addition of 1.5 ml of 0.43 M Na2C03. The intensity of the yellow
color, indicating the phenol concentration, was measured at 420 nm.
One unit of enzyme is defined as the amount of enzyme catalyzing the
0
conversion of lymole of ONPG to o-nitrophenol in 30 min at 37.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phage Promoter for B-Galactosidase Synthesis under _cI, croandN control
To inhibit the expression of B-galactosidase from the insertea
lac promoter in plac5, we used E. coli 594 which produces active lac
repressors, but is defective in B-galactosidase synthesis (Luk and Mark,
manuscript in preparation). The experiments were carried out in the
absence of additional cyclic AMP or lac inducer IPTG. This further in-
hibits the expression from the inserted lac promoter.
Under these conditions, plac5029P3 (defective in phage DNA re-
plication) could synthesize B-galactosidase in strain 591+, but could
not synthesize the enzyme in lambda lysogen strain 594(+ (Fig. 2).
This result fully illustrates that the synthesis of B-galactosidase from
the phage promoter is under the control of gene ci which codes for the-. A.
repressor (Ptashne, 1971). Since plac5029P3 carries the c1857 temporat-
urer sensitive mutation, the control of the phage promoter for B-galacto-
sidase by ehe cI repressor can be illustrated in another way. Fig. 3
shows that B-galactosidase synthesis from the phage promoter at 300
(c1857 repressor is active) is very low in comparison with B-galacto-
sidase synthesis at 39° (cI857 repressor is inactive) (Sussman and Jacob,
1962).
Besides the: cI -repressor, cro (tof) gene product also plays a
significant role in the regulation of gene expression (Herskowitz, 1973
Reichardt, 1975a b Echols et al., 1973). Fig. 4 shows that B-galacto-
sidaApe synthesis is turned off at a very late time (about 60 min after in-
fection) in cro+ conditions, while the synthesis continues to go up without
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turn off in cro conditions. On the other hand, B-galactosidase synthesis
increases with increasing multiplicity of infection in both cro+ and cro
conditions (Fig. 9).
It suggests that B-galactosidase synthesis in plac.
is not under direct control but indirect control of the cro gene product.
When 594 cells were infected with plac5N7N53, no B-galacto-
sidase was detected even 80 min after infection, while the control with
plac5 started to produce B-galactosidase 20 rein after infection (Fig.
5). This result clearly shows that the phage promoter for B-galactosid-
ase synthesis is under the control of the N gene product.
Since the phage promoter responsible for B-galactosidase is
under the control of the cI repressor, cro gene product and N gene
protein, it must be one of the few legitimate lambda promoters, and the
possibility of a new promoter introduced by insertion or mutation is
greatly reduced.
The Rule Out of Promoter PI PR and PR'
On the right of the inserted lac operon, there is a newly
identified promoter, the int promoter, PI. The PI promoter is a weak
promoter, located in or near the xis gene (Fig. 1), and is responsible
for the expression of the int gene (Shimada et al., 1973 Shimada and
Campbell, 1974 Oppenheim, 1976). It has been shown that the expression
of the int gene from this promoter PI is activated by the cIII and cII
gene products (Oppenheim, 1976 Katzir et al., 1976 Kotewicz et al.,
1977 Chung and Echols, 1977). Since the promoter PI is a weak left-
ward promoter, and is upstream of the inserted lac operon segment, it:
becomes an attractive candidate as a phage promoter for B-galactosidase
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synthesis.
Xplac5cII167P3 was constructed to test this possibility. Fig.
6 shows that -galactosidase synthesis from plac5cII167P3 infected
cells produces just about the same amount of 3-galactosidase as the
control Lplac5029P3 infected cells. Co-infection of plac5cII167P3
with Xc1857029P3 to provide the missing cIII gene product also shows
no significant effect. Since the expression from the promoter PI is
stimulated by the c II I and c I I gene products (Katzir et al., 1976 Chung
and Echols, 1977 Kotewicz et al., 1977), we would expect that the
expression of -galactosidase synthesis from plac5cII167P3 infected
cells would be seriously reduced if the promoter PI is the phage promoter
responsible for -galactosidase synthesis. The results point to the
direction that the promoter PI is not the phage promoter responsible
for 3-galactosidase. It- may be that the transcription initiated from
the promoter PI is terminated by the termination sites located in the
b2 region (B vre and Szybalski, 1969 Krell et al., 1972), and cannot
extend into the lac operon region.
Shapiro et al.. (1969) showed that lac m-RNA hybridized to the
1-strand DNA of A plac5. This clearly eliminates the rightward promoters
such as the promoter PR and the late promoter PR as the responsible
phage promoter for the -galactosidase synthesis.
The Reguirement of the Q Gene Product
It has already been pointed out that the promoter PR is unlikely
to be the responsible promoter base on the transcriptional evidence.
However, we have good evidence to show that the Q gene product is required
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for the expression of f3-galactosidase from the phage promoter. Fig. 7
shows that no 0-galactosidase is detected in Xplac5221 infected cells,
while a high level of -galactosidase is produced from the same culture
infected by )plac5. Fig. 8 shows that) imm434P3 can provide a factor
(under cI control) which can bypass the regular regulatory circuit, and
allows \plac5029P3 to produce galactosidase in 594( *) in the absence
of additional cyclic AMP and IPTG.
These results suggest that the gene product or some late gene
products which synthesis is stimulated by the _Q protein are required to
activate the promoter responsible for galactosidase synthesis. Since
the promoter PR-, from- which the expression is activated by the protein
(Roberts, 1975 Sklar et al., 1975) has already been disproved, there is
no known promoter (except those mysterious promoters in b2 region) that
can account for the 2 gene product requirement.
The Unlikeliness of the Promoter PL
With the foregoing results and discussion, the promoter PT is
the only leftward promoter left among the well established promoters.
Besides some authors (Mercereau-Puijalon and Kourilsky, 1976 Blattner
et al., 1977) have assumed that this is the responsible promoter for
1 -galactosidase synthesis. However, experiments described below have
caste' serious doubt against this proposition. From the studies on the
e -galactosidase synthesis from phage ).trp-lac (Luk and Mark, manuscript
in preparation) and exonuclease (exo gene product) synthesis from phage
(Takeda, 1975), we find that gene expression from the promoter PL takes
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place soon (in less than 5 min) after infection, and the extent of
gene expression is inversely proportional to multiplicity of infection
in cro+ situation and proportional to multiplicity of infection in cro
situation. These observations are also confirmed by transcriptional
studies (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation). Nijkamp et al.
(1971) have reported that the leftward transcription in the b2 region
is quite similar to the leftward transcription initiated from the left-
ward promoter P-T.
Fig. 9 shows that B-galactosidase synthesis from the phage
promoter takes place after a long 10-20 min.-delay..-Besides the extent of
B-galactosidase increases with increasing multiplicity of infection.
Similar pattern (except no turn off) is also observed under cro-
situations (data not shown). These behaviors are very different from
the pattern observed from the promoter P-L (Luk and Mark, manuscript in
preparation Tsui and Mark, 1976;Takeda, 1975). Given these observat-
ions, it is rather unlikely that the leftward promoter P-L is responsible
for B-galactosidase synthesis.
The Possibility of the b2 Promoter
It has been reported that there might have been four promoters
in the b2 region of phage plac5 (Jones et al., 1977). The transcript-
ion initiating from the b2 region has also been reported (Hayes and
Szybalski, 1973). Hendrix (1971) had reported both early and late proteins
synthesized from the b2 region. Among the early ones, endonuclease has
been characterized (Chowdhury et al., 1972). However, the b2 region is
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a mysterious region in the genome. In order to see if one of the
promoters in the b2 region is responsible for B-galactosidase synthesis,
we constructed the placSR2029P3 phage where o SR2 is a deletion re-
moving the remaining b2 region in plac5 as well as the attachment site
(Malamy et al., 1972) (Fig. 1).
Fig. 10 shows that the initiation time for B-galactosidase syntl
thesis in placSR2029P3 is much earlier (less than 5 min after infect-
ion) than that observed with plac5029P3 (over 10 min after infection)
(also see Fig. 9). The 0-galactosidase synthesis in placSR2029P3
infected cells decreases with increasing multiplciity of infection, while
B-galactosidase synthesis in Xplac5029P3 infected cells increases with
increasing multiplicity of infection (see Fig. 9). At multiplicity of 5,
the rate of P-galactosidase synthesis from placSR2029P3 is much higher
(about 3 times) than that observed with plac5029P3.
The pattern of B-galactosidase synthesis from placSR2029P3
infected cells is exactly what one would expect if the transcription
of the lac z gene is initiated from the leftward promoter PL (Takeda,
1975 Tsui and Mark, 1976 Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation).
Since the pattern of B-galactosidase synthesis from phage )p1acSR2029P3
infected cells is so drastically different from that observed with
plac5029P3, the expression of B-galactosidase is likely to be initiated
from the leftward promoter PL in p1ac5SR2029P3 infected cells. Con-
versely, the result- infers that the B-galactosidase synthesis in
plac5029P3 infected cells is not initiated from the leftward promoter
PL, and implies that the b2 region might play a significant role in the
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expression of (-galactosidase in phage ),plac5029P3.
Since all the known promoters have been ruled out, the b2 region
plays a significant role in the e-galactosidase synthesis and the lac
operon segment is located near the b2 region, the possible phage promoter
for the P-galactosidase synthesis in phage A plac5 would be in the b2
region.
If more concrete evidence is available to establish the role of
the b2 promoter for e-galactosidase expression from phage ).plac5, this
transducing phage will be very useful for the study of the b2 region.
From the results presented, this phage promoter responsible for (-galacto
sidase synthesis has the following properties: (1) it is a very weak
promoter, about one third of the strength of the leftward promoter PL:
(2) it requires® gene product or late gene product(s) for activation
(3) the expression time is very late ;(4) the extent of expression
is gene dosage dependent.
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Fig. 2 Effect of the cI gene product( repressor) on the synthesis
of -galactosidase from phage promoter. E. coli cells grown
in M9 glycerol medium at 39° were infected with plac5029P3
at m. o. i. of 5. Samples were taken at the indicated times.
The infected cells were broken by toluene, and the -galacto-
sidase activity was assayed. (See Materials and Methods).
strain 594(+) infected with -plac5O29P3






Fig. 3 Effect of temperature on the synthesis of -galactosidase
from phage promoter. E. coli strain 594 grown in M9 glycerol
medium at 39° or 30° was infected with plac5029P3 at m.o.i.
of 4. Samples were taken at the indicated times. The infected
cells were broken by toluene, and the B-galactosidase activity











Fig. 4 Effect of the cro gene product on the synthesis of -galacto-
sidase. E. coli strain 594 grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39°
was infected with plac5029P3 or plac5cro27P3 at m. o. i. of
4. Samples were taken at the indicated times. The infected
cells were broken by toluene, and the -galactosidase activity










Fig. 5 Effect of the N gene product on the synthesis of -galacto-
sidase. E. coli strain 594 grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39
was infected with plac5 or plac5N7N53 at m. o. i. of 4.
Samples were taken at the indicated times. The infected cells
were broken by toluene, and the B-galactosidase activity was
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Fig. 6 Effect of cIII gene product on the synthesis of -galactosidase.
E. coli strain 594 grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39 was
infected with plac5cII167P3 in the presence and absence of
helper phage c1857029P3. Samples were taken at the indicated
times. The infected cells were broken by toluene, and the
-ga1actosida5e activity was assayed. (See Materials and
Methods).
infected with plac5cII167P3 (m.o. i.= 5)
infected with plac5cIII67P3 (m.o. i.= 5)
and c1857029P3 (m.o.i.= 5)
infected with plac5029P3 (m.o.i.= 5).
1 . 0
0 . 5




Fig. 7 Effect of the gene product on the synthesis of -galactosidase.
E. coli strain 594 grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39 was
infected with plac5 or plac52l at m. o. i. of 5. Samples
were taken at the indicated times. The infected cells were
disrupted by toluene, and the -galactosidase activity was








Fig. 8 imm434P3 provides a factor that promotes B-galactosidase
synthesis in 594(+) cells infected by piac5029P3• E. coli
strain 594(+) grown in M9. glycerol medium at 39° was infect-
ed with plac5029P3 in the presence and absence of imm434P3.
Samples were taken at the indicated times. The infected cells
were broken by toluene, and the B-galactosidase activity was
assay. (See Materials and Methods).
plac5029P3 (m. o. i.= 5);
plac5029P3 (m.o.i.= 5) in the presence









F ig . 9 T he effect of multiplicityof infectionon the synthesisof
B - galactosidasefrom phage promoter. E . coli strain 5 9 4 was
grownin M 9 glycerolmediumat 3 9 0 and infectedwith plac 5 0 2 9 P 3
at differentm . o . i . shownat the right of the figure . S amples
were taken at the indicatedtimes . T he infected cells were
disrupted by toluene , and the P - galactosidasectivity was
assayed. ( S ee M aterialsand M ethods) .
m. o . i . = 1 0 ;m . o . i . = 5 ;
m. o . i . = 4 0 ;m . o . i . = 3 0 ;













Fig. 10 Effect of multiplicity of infection on the synthesis of
B-galactosidase from phage promoter. E. coli strain 594
was grown in M9 glycerol medium at 39 and infected with
placSR2029P3 at different m.o.i. shown at the right of the
figure. Samples were taken at the indicated times. The
infected cells were disrupted by toluene, and the B-galacto-
sidase activity was assayed. (See Materials and Methods).
m.o.i. = 5; m.o.i. = 10;
m.o.i. = 20; m.o.i. = 40;
m.o.i. = 80;













EFFECT OF MULTIPLICITY OF INFECTION ON TRANSCRIPTION
IN E. coli CELLS INFECTED BY BACTERIOPHAGE LAMBDA
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SUMMARY
The effect of multiplicity of infection on transcription was
studied by infecting bacteria E. coli with bacteriophage 入 cI47,
cI47029P3 and cI857cro27P3. DNA-RNA hybridization with cI47 1-
strand DNA, c147 r-strand DNA,, 80imm r-strand DNA, and 入 imm80
r-strand DNA were used to measure the m-RNA transcribed from the 1-
strand, the r-strand, the early x-P-Q region and the late A-J-b2
region of 入 bacteriophage respectively.
It was found that in ,c147cro+0 P infected cells, transcript-
ion from the 1-strand, the r-strand, the early x-P-21 region and the
late A-J-b2 region all decreased with increasing multiplicity of infect-
ion. The response in x-P-Q region was milder than other regions, but
the pattern looked similar to that described above. When phage DNA
replication was permitted as in the case of 入 c147, the response was
similar to that observed in xc147cro+0 P infected cells, but the
level of transcription was increased about 2-3 folds.
In Jc1857cro p infected cells, the leftward transcription and
the rightward transcription from the early x-Q region and the late
A-J-b2 region all increased with increasing' multiplicity of infection,
but the extent of change was less drastic with respect to the cro+ case.
This result demonstrated clearly that decreasing transcription from
various regions at increasing m.o.i. in cro+ conditions was due to the
inhibitory action of the cro gene product. The mechanism is discussed.
These results also showed that the pattern of m.o.i. effect on
transcription in phage was similar to that obtained at the translation
level- (e.g. from atU-lac). The results obtained under crotl conditions
strongly support the view that gene dosage is a significant controlling
factor for the extent of gene expression.
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INTRODUCTION
After infection with temperate phage there are two develop-
mental pathways: lytic and lysogenic. In the lytic pathway, the phage
replicates its DNA and progeny phage particles are produced and released
by lysis of the host. In the lysogenic pathway, the genome of phage
is integrated into the host DNA and represses its lytic gene expression
(for review, see Echols, 1972 Herskowitz, 1973).
Immediately after infection, transcription proceeds both left-
ward and rightward from promoter PE and promoter PR. However, transcript-
ion cdz'only proceed for a short distance, and expresses the N gene on
the left, and the cro (tof) gene on the right-(see Fig. 1) (Taylor et
al., 1967 Skalka et a1., 1967 Kourilsky et al., 1968). After N gene
is expressed, it removes the transcriptional blocks, and allows trans-
cription from the leftward promoter PL to proceed to b2 region as well
as transcription from the rightward promoter PR to proceed to the
gene (Thomas, 1966 Skalka t al., 1967 Taylor t al., 1967 Kourilsky
et al., 1968 Radding and Echols, 1968 Kumar et al.., 1969 Heinemann
and Spiegelman, 1970). The expression of the Q gene again removes the
transcriptional block near the R gene, and allows the transcription
from the late promoter PR to proceed to express the head and tail genes
(Fig. 1) (Dove, 1966 Skalka et al., 1967 Oda t al., 1969 Roberts,
1975 Sklar et al., 1975).
As to the choice between the lytic and lysogenic patnwayy many
influencing factors are involved (Eisen et al., 1970 Hong et al., 1971
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Grodzicker et al., 1972 Kourilsky, 1973 Belfort and Wulff, 1974)
of which the cro (tof) gene (Eisen and Ptashne, 1971) and multiplicity
of infection (Tsui and Mark, 1976) are among the significant factors.
The cro gene product is shown to act at three promoter sites PL (Pero,
1970 Eisen et al., 1970 Kumar et al*, 1970 Champoux, 1970 Kourilsky
et al., 1971), Prm (Eisen et al., 1970 Reichardt, 1975b), and PR
(Echols et al., 1973 Reichardt, 1975a Takeda et al., 1975) which will
repress the leftward and rightward transcription.
In the eukaryotic system, the repeating genes show an universal
association with untranslated gene products and structural proteins
that are required in large amount (for review, see Edstrom and Lambert,
1975 Tartof, 1975). These observations lead us to believe that gene
dosage might play a significant role in regulating the amount of gene
product produced. We have successfully used the lambda phage system
which has many advantages for gene dosage experiments to demonstrate
a good correlation between the gene dosage present or multiplicity of
infection (m.o.i.) and the extent of translation for a particular gene
(E. col i e-galactosidase or phage endolysip) in the absence of negative
controlling factors. (Tsui and Mark, 1976 Mark et al., 1976 Luk and
Mark, manuscript in preparation).
This communication describes experiments to correlate gene
dosage or multiplicity of infection with the extent of transcription
in the lambda phage system.
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Fig. 1 Physical and genetic maps of phage and of imm80 and
80imm hybrid phages. The heavy lines and thin broken lines
indicate DNA of and 80 respectively. The physical
digtances are expressed as the percent of the papa genome
length(1% =465 nucleotide pairs),measured from the left
terminus of the mature phage DNA, The open arrows nidicate
the orientation of transcription and the location of the
transcribed region on the 1 and r strands of DNA. Inhibition
of transcription is indicated by the btoken arrows. For gene
designation and electron microscopic mapping see Szybalski
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E. coll strain 594 (non-permissive for sus mutanti) (Campbell,
1961) was used as the host for 3H-RNA preparation. TC600 (permiss-
ive for sus mutants) was used for growing phages.
Bacteriophages
The following phage strains were used for preparing 3H-RNA:
cI47 (Kaiser, 1957) was obtained from Dr. A.D. Kaiser; cI47susO29susP3
(Campbell, 1961) from Dr. W.F. Dove and cI857cro27susP3 (Eisen et al.,
1970) from Dr. W. Szybalski.
The DNA strands of the following phages were uesd for hybrid-
ization mapping of 3H-RNA; cI47 (Kaiser, 1957); att8oimm8o (Franklin,
et al., 1965) referred as imm8o was obtained from Dr. N. Franklin
and 8oatt8oimm (Signer, 1964) referred as 8oimm from Dr. E. Signer.
Media and Solutions
Tryptone broth: 10 gm tryptone (Difco), 5 gm CaCl per litre of
distilled water.
Tryptone plate--bottom and top agar: 10 gm tryptone (Difco), 5 gm
NaCl, 7 gm agar-agar (Sigma) for top agar and 11 gm for bottom
agar per litre of distilled water.
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TM buffer: 10-2- M Tris, 10-2 M MgSO4, pH 7.1.
M9b buffer: 3 gm KH2PO4, 1 gm NH4C1, 7 gm Na2HPO4, 0.5 gm NaCl, 1 ml
of 1 M MgSO4, 10 ml of 10 mM CaC12, 1 litre of distilled water,
pH 7.2.
MCGB medium: M9b buffer supplemented with 0.25% (w/v) of Casamino
acids (Difco), 1% (w/v) of glucose, and 2 1.g of thiamine (vitamin
B1)/ml.
Tryptone-maltose broth: 10 gm tryptone (Difco), 5 gm NaCl, 4 gm
maltose per litre of distilled water.
TES buffer: 0.15 M NaCl, 1 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.7.
SSC: 0.15 M NaCl, 15 mM Na3. citrate, pH 7.4.
2 x SSC, etc.: Concentration multiples of SSC. Filter before use.
Adsorption buffer: 3 gm KH2PO4, 7 gm Na2HPO4, 1 gm NH4C1, 0.5 gm
NaCl, 10 ml of 1 M MgSO4, 1 litre of distilled water, pH 7.2.
Prelysing mixture: 0.45 ml of 1 M Tris buffer (pH 8.6), 13.5 ml of
1 M sucrose, 2.4 ml of 0.1 M EDTA (pH 8.6), 0.24 ml of 10 mg/ml
lyso zyme (pH 7.6), 13.4 ml of distilled, water.
Phenol: Commercial liquefied phenol (A.R.)F is distilled and collected
at 182° and stored under nitrogen in tightly closed vials at -20o .
For use, mix 20 ml melted phenol with 10 ml double distilled
water in a 60o water bath. After spinning down at 3,000 x G for
10 min, remove the lower layer (water-saturated phenol) for use.
Hybridization fluid: 10 ml of 1/2 x SSC, 0.6 ml of hot phenol 0.06
ml of 1 N NaOH, pH 7.5.
Trichloroacetic acid (TCA): 5% aqueous solution. Filter before use.
suspension buffer: 6x10-3M Tris (PH 7.5), 10-3 M Mgso4, 7x10-2M
Albumin solution: solution of bovine albumin, fraction V
Nacl, 0.005% gelatin.
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(1 mg/ml) in 2 x SSC.
RNase solution: Stoc. solution of 1 mg/ml was freshly prepared by
dissolving pancreatic RNase (code RASE or RAF Worthington Biochemical
Co., Freehold, New Jersey) in distilled water preheated to 97° for
10 min. For use, dilute with 2 x SSC by 1/50 fold to 20,mg/ml.
Scintillation fluid: 4 gm PPO, 50 mg POPOP per litre of toluene
(scintillation grade).
Gradient buffer: 0.01 M Tris, 0.001 M EDTA, pH 8.0.
Labeling and Isolation-of 3JH-RNA
H labeling and isolation of radioactive RNA from phage infected
Escherichia cola strain 594 are conducted as the following steps. It
is modified from the procedure described by Bpsvre, Lozeron and
Szybalski (1971).
1. E. coli strain 594 is grown in tryptone-maltose orotn to o D .575
0.35= 5 x 108 cells/ml, and the cells are spun down and washed
with M9b buffer. The cells are suspended to 5 x 109 cells/ml in
cold adsorption buffer. They are divided into several portions
nd(2 mlin each125mlErlenmeyerflask)infectedwith phase
at different multiplicities (m.o.i.). The infected cells are
placed in ice for 20 min for phage adsorption. At time zero, 18 ml
of prewarmed (41°)- MCGB medium is added and the infected cells are
incubated at 37° in water-bath shaker.
2. At the desired time after infection 0.5 ml of 5-3H-uridine(= 0.5
mCi) is rapidly added from a disposable 1 ml syringe to the culture
°
vigorously shaken at 37
(2 ml in 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask)
3. At the end of the pulse labeling (3 min) the content of the culture
flask is poured onto 5 ml of M9b buffer (supplemented with 20 mM
NaN 3) which has been frozen, crushed and refrozen at -60°. The
mixture is shaken well on ice until melting occurs, and is then
transferred to a 30 ml centrifuge tube (Corex), which is kept on
ice.
4. The cells are spun down at 3,500 x G for 10 min at 4°, and re-
suspended in 3 ml of prelysing mixture, yielding spheroplasts.
The 3 ml sample is transferred into a 15 ml centrifuge tube (Co rex),
and the original tube is rinsed with 2 ml of prelysing mixture.
The 5 ml sample is incubated at 0° for 5 min, and is spun down
at 3,500 x G for 10 min at 4°. The supernatant is discarded and
the tube is allowed to drain for 3 min at room temperature.
5. The pellet i5 resuspended in 0.5 ml of cold TES buffer. After
thorough mixing to ensure that all cells have been resuspended,
another 0.5 ml of TES buffer containing 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate
is added to give a final concentration of 0.5% of the detergent
in a total volume of 1 ml.
6. The suspension is heated for j min in a, 97° water oaLn, ioll.Uweu
by cooling at room temperature for 5 min.
The tube is then placed in an ice water bath, and 0.1 ml of a 2%
suspension of Macaloid is added. After mixing by a short swirl
on a Vortex mixer, 1.5 ml of water-saturated phenol, preheated
at 62°, is added, and the mixture is shaken by hand for 3 min in
the 62° water bath. The tube, is again placed in ice water and
centrifugation is performed as soon as possible (7,000 x G, 4°,
10 min).
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8. After centrifugation, the aqueous layer is taken out with a
Pasteur pipette held in a Clinac pipetter (La Pine Co., Chicago)
and steps 7 and 8 are repeated twice. At the third round, the
aqueous-phenol mixture is placed in ice-salt mixture instead of
ice water so that a greater amount of phenol will precipitate.
This chilling step will reduce the background.
9. The volume of the aqueous phase after the third phenol extraction
is measured, and the solution is adjusted to the salt concentration
of 2 x SSC by adding 0.25 volume of 10 x SSC.
10. The RNA extract is frozen at -20° and thawed slowly in an ice bath.
The dissolved phenol is rolled into a large droplet and is removed
by using apipette.
11. One microlitre of the RNA extract from step 10 is transferred to
0.1 ml of a 0.1% albumin solution in a 13 x 100 mm tube standing
on ice. To the RNA solution 2 ml of cold 5% trichloroacetic acid
is added. After mixing by hand, precipitation is allowed to take
place for 10 min in the cold. The precipitate_is collected on a
24 mm Bac-T-Flex B6 membrane filter which has been presoaked and
prewashed with 5 ml of 5% trichloroacetic acid. After slow
filtration of the TCA precipitate (aboui 2 min), the sample tube
is washed twice with 5 ml cold TCA, and then the filter is again
washed twice with 10 ml of cold 5% TCA and finally with 100 ml
cold TCA. The filter, is dried at 80 0 for 3 hours in a vacuum oven
the radioactivity is counted in 10 ml of scintillation fluid. This
data is used for the calculation of total labeled RNA.
When phage rc1857cro27P3 is used to infect the cells, water-
bath shaker temperature is 39° instead of 37°
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Phage Propagation and Purification
(A) Propagation of phages
E. coli strain TC600 is grown in tryptone broth supplemented
with 10 mM MgSO 4 at 37 with aeration to a concentration of 5 x 107
cells/ml. Bacteriophages are added at a multiplicity of infection
(m.o.i.) of 0.02 and the culture is further incubated for several
hours. Chloroform is added to ensure complete lysis. After
removal of the cell debris (11,000 x G for 20 min), the phages are
concentrated by the polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation
method (Yamamoto et al., 1970).
(B) Purification of phages
The method used to purify bacteriophages is described according
to Studier (1969).
Four layers of CsCl solution are first dropped into a cellulose
nitrate tube (Beckman Spinco, Cat. NO. 305050). The layers contain
the following amounts of 62.5% CsCl and gradient buffer, respect-
ively: 0.5 ml and none (fourth layer br bottom layer) 0.6 ml and
0.3 ml (third layer) 0.5 ml and 0.5 ml (second layer) 0.4 mi and
0.8 ml (first layer or top layer). 1-2 ml of the concentrated
phage suspension is then layered onto the surface of the top CsC1
layer and overlaid with mineral oil up to the rim of the tube.
The tube is then centrifuged for 1 hour at 35,000 rpm, 4-10° in
a Spinco SW50L rotor in Beckman Spinco L2-65B ultracentrifuge.
The thick phage band which is formed just atop the third layer of
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CsCl is removed with a syringe by puncturing the side wall of
the tube and dialysed against TM buffer.
Usually 1 to 4 x 101 -x-phage, i.e., up to 2 mg DNA is collected.
Extraction of DNA from Bacteriophages and Separation of Phage DNA Strands
Preparative separation of the phage DNA strands. for use in
hybridization procedures is modified from that described by Bjivre
and Szybalski (1971). It is carried out as follows:
1. A CsCl suspension containing 6 to 7 x 1012 phage particles (300-
350 Mg) DNA is dialysed for 4 hours against 2 litre of 1 mM
EDTA (pH 8-8.5) at 40.
2. The phage suspension is 'supplemented with 1 mM EDTA to obtain a
volume of 1.15 ml. Then 0.15 ml of poly(U,G) solution (1 mg/ml)
and l0 Ml of 10% Sarkosyl, and 8 Ml of 1 N NaOH are added. pH
paper is used to check that it is between pH 8.0-9.5.
3. The mixture is heated at 95 0 for 3 min and chilled in ice.
4. 0.1 ml of 0.5 M Tris buffer (pH 8.0), 0.05 ml of 0.1 M EDTA, pH 8.0
and about 7.0 ml of saturated and chilled CsCl solution are added
to obtain density of 1.72 gm/cm3 (refractive index 1.4014-1.4022
10°15!-10°20').
5. The cold mixture is distributed into three polyallomer tubes (Beck-
man Spinco, Cat. No. 326819). The tubes are filled up to the rin
with mineral oil and transferred to an SW50L prechilled rotor.
6. Preparative centrifugation is performed at 30,000 rpm for 3 days
at 5°-12°. Thereafter fractions are collected by puncturing the
bottom of the tube (Szybalski, 1960). The fractions (4 drops per
vial) are measured at O.D.260 with 1-mm cuvette. The fractions
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containing each respective strand of DNA are pooled together
according to O.D.260 measurements.
7. Each pooled fraction is subjected to a self-annealing procedure
(5 hours at 67°), whereby any contaminating opposite DNA strand is
converted into duplex DNA, which cannot participate in hybrid-
ization with 3H-RNA.
Liquid DNA-)H-RNA Hybridization
One step hybridization employed is modified from that described
by Bvre, Lozeron and Szybalski (1971).
1. To a 13 x.100 mm test tube, 0.3 ml of hybridization fluid, 30 ,..l
of the r- or 1-strand of DNA (contained about 3-5 ,t.,.g DNA), and
0.3 ml of the 3H-RNA preparation (preadjusted to 2 x SSC) are added
together. The annealing of the DNA-RNA is performed at 67° for
6 hours.
2. After annealing at 67°, the solution is immediately chilled in ice
water to depress any nonspecific hybridization at intermediate
temperatures. 5 ml of 2 x SSC is added to the hybridization mixture,
and is allowed to filter slowly through, a B6 filter which has been
presoaked in 2 x SSC and prewashed with 10 ml of 2 x SSC. Filtrat-
ion should be quite slow (1 ml/min), under little or no vacuum.
Thereafter, the filter is washed with 10 ml of 2 x SSC (slow
filtration), 50 ml of 2 x SSC (moderate speed of filtration), and
250 ml of 2 x SSC (high speed of filtration), all with the DNA
side of the filter upward. All filtration steps take place at
room temperature.
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3. To eliminate nonspecific and partial binding of RNA to DNA or to
the filter, it is necessary to treat the filter with RNase after
hybridization. RNase treatment is performed by placing the filter
in a vial with 2 ml of 2 x SSC containing 40 -,-*-g pancreatic RNase.
Incubation takes place at room temperature with slow shaking for
1 hour. The vial is then chilled in ice, and the filter is taken
out, rinsed with 10 ml of 2 x SSC on each side, and then washed by
filtration (high speed) with 100 ml of 2 x SSC applied from each
side.
4. The filter is now dried at 800 for 3 hours in a vacuum oven, and
its radioactivity is assayed in 10 ml of scintillation fluid by
Packard liquid scintillation counter.
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RESULTS
Effect of Multiplicity of Infection on Transcription from the 1 Strand
The effect of multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) by rcl47
on total 1-srand transcription is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that
the extent of transcription is inversely proportional to m.o.i. The
rate and the final level of transcription is significantly reduced at
high m.o. i.
To keep a constant number of phage DNA present in the infected
cells and proportional to m.o. i., we infected the su- host with
Xc147029P3 carrying amber mutations in the 0 and P genes which are
essential for phage DNA replication (Ogawa and Tomizawa, 1968). As
observed with c14? in Fig. 2, the rate and final level of 1-strand
transcription from Xc147029P3 infected cells decrease again with
increasing m. o. i. (Fig. 3).
Since the 1-strand transcription from the promoter PL is
repressed by the product of gene cro (Pero, 1970 Eisen et'al., 1970
Kumar :et al., 1970 Champoux, 1970: Kourilsky et al., 1971),rci857cro27p3
is used to explore the role of cro gene on the m.o.i. effect. In
contrast to rc147 and rci47029P3, the rate of l-strand transcription
in rc1857cro27P3 infected cells increases with increasing m.o.i.
(Fig. 4). These results show that the decreasing synthesis of ,r 1-
strand RNA at increasing m.o.i. is due to the action of the cro gene
product. In the absence of the inhibiting cro gene product, the
transcription is proportional to m. o. i.
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A comparison of the results shown in Fig. 3 and 4 demonstrates
that the cro27 mutation, besides abolishing the negative m.o.i. effect
on 1-strand transcription, also releases the repression of transcript-
ion from the promoter PL. In cro+ case (Fig. 2 & 3), the rate of 1-
strand transcription is higher at early times, but reduced to a lower
level during the period from 15 to 25 min after infection. Conversely,
in cro case (Fig. 4) the rate of transcription is low at early times,
but continues to increase. and reaches a much higher level during the
later period from 15 to 25 min after infection.
Effect of Multiplicity of Infection on Transcription from the r Strand
Discovering the effect of the cro gene product on 1 strana
transcription, we continue the exploration on the effect of cro protein
on r-strand transcription. The total synthesis o m-RNA from the
r strand can be separated into two major parts: the early x-P-Q
transcription and the late A-J-b2 transcription which accounts for the
head and tail genes. In order to separate these two segments experi-
mentally, we have utilized two - 80 hybrid phages (Fig. 1) (Szpirer
Lambda m-RNA does not hybridize to the r strand of
et al., 1969).
80 (less than 0.005% of the total RNA present in an infected cell).
The r strand DNA from the hybrid phage 80imm . is used to hybridize
the m-RNA from the early x-P-Q region of . On the other hand the
r strand of the hybrid phage ,imm80 is used to hybridize the m-RNA
from the late A-J-b2 region of . The r strand of ,cI47 is used to
hybridize the total m-RNA from the . r strand.
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(1) x-P-Q_region
Fig. 5 and 6 show that in c147 and , c147029P3 infected cells
the transcription of the x-P-Q region decreases with increasing m. o. i.
Conversely, in c1857cro27P3 infected cells (Fig. 7) the rate of trans-
cription of that region is directly proportional to m.o.i. This result
obviously shows that the decreasing transcription from the x-P-2 region
with increasing m.o.i. is due to the inhibition effect of the cro gene.
The results also show that the transcription from the x-P-Q
region quickly reaches a constant level at the early time (about 5 min
after infection) in the cro+ -case (Fig. 6), while the transcription
-
continues to increase after 5 min of infection in the cro case (Fig. 7?.
In addition to the above observation, the most prominent feature
in this region is the mild response to m.o.i. mediated reduction in trans-
cription. The reduction of transcription between m.o.i. of 2 and 20
in this region is small in comparison with other regions.
(2) A-J-b2 region
The transcription from the A-J-b2 region occurs at a later time
than the early x-P-Q transcription. Since A-J-b2 region is transcribed
from the-late promoter PR (Nijkamp et al., 1970) and is activated by
the Q gene product (Roberts, 1975 Sklar et al., 1975), the steady
increase of A-J-b2 transcription is likely due to the accumulation of
the Q gene products (Fig. 8-10). The rate of transcription from the
A-J-b2 region in cI47 infected cells is significantly reduced at
high m.o.i. (Fig. 8) as that observed from the x-P-Q region. The
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same negative m.o.i. effect on the A-J-b2 transcription is also found
in rcI47029P3 infected cells (Fig. 9). On the other hand, transcript-
ion from the A-J-b2 region in rcI857cro27P3 infected cells increases
with increasing m.o.i. (Fig. 10). This observation again points out
that the reduction of transcription from the A-J-b2 region with increas-
ing m.o.i. is due to the inhibition effect of the cro gene.
(3) Total r-strand transcri_ption
The results shown in Fig. 11 and 12 demonstrate that the rate
of total r-strand transcription in both rcI47 and rcI47029P3 infected
cells is nearly equal to the sum of the X-P-Q and A-J-b2 transcriptions.
Meanwhile, the transcription from the r strand in rcI47 and
rcI47029P3 infected cells also decreases with increasing m.o.i. In
rcI85?cro27P3 infected cells, the r-strand transcription increases with
increasing m.o.i. as one expects from the previous data (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 2 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from the 1 strand of r cI47 DNA. E. coli 594 cells grown in
MCGB medium at 370 were infected with rcI47 at different
m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Pulse-labeling was
carried out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and the indicated times
placed at the center of this period. The '3H-RNA extracted
from the infected cells Was hybridized to the 1-strand DNA of
rcI47 as described in Materials and Methods. The background
counts obtained without DNA have been subtracted, and the
values represented are the percentage of the total. input
3H-RNA (both E. colic andr) that hybridized to the 1 strands
of r cI47 DNA. Less than 0.01% of the uninfected E. coli
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F ig . 3 T he effect of multiplicityof infection on the transcription
fromthe 1 strandof A c 1 4 7 0 2 9 P 3 DNA. E . coli 5 9 4 cellsgrown
in MCGBmediumat 3 7 ° wereinfectedwith . c 1 4 7 0 2 9 P 3 at
differentm . o . i . shownat the right of the figure. P ulse -
labelingwas carried out with 3 H - uridine for 3 min , and the
indicatedtimes placed at the center of th 4 s period . T he
3 H - RNA extractedfrom the infected cells was hybridizedto
the 1 - strandDNA of X c 1 4 7 as describedin M aterialsand M ethods.
T he backgroundcounts obtained without DNA have been subtract -
ed , and the values representedare the percentageof the total
input 3 H - RNA ( both E . coli and X ) that hybridizedto the 1
strandsof c 1 4 7 DNA . L ess than 0 . 0 1 % of the uninfected
E . coli 3 H - RNA hybridizedwith the 1 - strandDNA of X . c 1 4 7 .
ri . o . i . 5 ;m. o . i . = 2 ;
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Fig. 4 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from the 1• strand of c1857cro27P3 DNA. E. coli 594 cells
grown in MCGB medium at 39° were infected with cI857cro27P3
at different m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Pulse-
labeling was carried out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and the
indicated times placed at the center of this period. The
3H-RNA extracted from the infected cells was hybridized to
the 1-strand DNA of cI47 as described in Materials and
Methods. The background counts obtained without DNA have been
subtracted, and the values represented are the percentage of
the total input 3H-RNA (both E. coli and ) that hybridized
to the 1 strands of cI47 DNA. Less than 0.01% of the
uninfected E. cola 3H-RNA hybridized with the 1-strand DNA
of cI47.

















Fig. 5 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from the r-strand rx-P-Q region of cI47 DNA. E. coli 594
cells grown in MCGB medium at 37° were infected with rc147
at different m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Pulse-
labeling was carried out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and the
indicated times placed at the center of this period. The
3H-RNA extracted from the infected cells was hybridized to
the r-strand DNA of 80imm r as described in Materials and
Methods. The background counts obtained without DNA have
been subtracted, and the values represented are the percentage
of the total input 3H-RNA (both E. coli and r) that hybridized
to the r strands of 80imm r DNA. Less than 0.01% of the
uninfected E. coli 3H-RNA hybridized with the r--strand DNA
of d80imm r.















Fig. 6 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from the r-strand x-P-Q region of rcI47029P3 DNA. E. coli
594 cells grown in MCGB medium at 37° were infected with
rcI47O29P3 at different m.o. i. shown at the right of the
figure. Pulse-labeling was carried out with 3H-uridine for
3 min, and the indicated times placed at the center of this
period. The 3H-RNA extracted from the infected cells was
hybridized to the r-strand DNA of 80imm r as described in
Materials and Methods. The background counts obtained without
DNA have been subtracted, and the values represented are the
percentage of the total input 3H-RNA (both E. cols and.r.) that
hybridized to the r strands of 80imm r DNA. Less than 0.01%
of the uninfected E.coli 3H-RNA hybridized with the r-strand



















Fig. 7 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from the r-strand x-P-Q region of rcI857cro27P3 DNA. E. coli
591 cells grown in MCGB medium at 39 were infected with
rcI857cro27P3 at different m.o.i. shown at the right of the
figure. Pulse-labeling was carried out with 3H-uridine for 3
min, and the indicated times placed at the center of this period.
The 3H-RNA extracted from the infected cells was hybridized to
the r-strand DNA of 80imm r as described in Materials and
Methods. The background counts obtained without DNA have been
subtracted, and the values represented are the percentage of
the total input 3H-RNA (both E. coli and r) that hybridized
to the r strands of 80imm r DNA. Less than 0.01% of the
uninfected E. coli 3H-RNA hybridized with the r-strand DNA
of 80imm r.


















Fig. 8 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from the r-strand A-J-b2 region of r cI47 DNA. E. coli 594
cells grown in MCGB medium at 370 were infected with r c147
at different m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Pulse-
labeling was carried out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and the
indicated times placed at the center of this period. The
3H-RNA extracted from the infected cells was hybridized to
the r-strand DNA of r imm80 as described in Materials and
Methods. The background counts obtained without DNA have been
subtracted, and the:values represented are the percentage of
the total input 3H-RNA (both E. coli and r )0 that hybridized
to the r strands 'of r imm80 DNA. Less than 0.01% of the
uninfected E. coli 3H-RNA hybridized with the r-strand DNA of
imm80.
m.o. i.= 2; m.o.i. 5;


















Fig. 9 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from the r-strand A-J-b2 region of rcI47029P3 DNA. E. coli
594 cells grown in MCGB medium at 37 were infected with
rcI47029P3 at different m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure.
Pulse-labeling was carried out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and
the indicated times placed at the center of this period. The
3H-RNA extracted from the infected cells was hybridized to the
r-strand DNA of rimm80 as described in Materials and Methods.
The background counts obtained without DNA have been subtracted,
and the values represented are the percentage of the total
input 3H-RNA (both E. coli and r) that hybridized to the r
strands of rimm8O DNA. Less than 0.01% of the uninfected
E. cols 3H-RNA hybridized with the r-strand DNA of rirrim80.
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F ig . 1 0 T he effect of multiplicityof infectionon transcriptionfr m
the r - strandA - J - b 2 regionf X c 1 8 5 7 cro 2 7 P 3 DNA. E . coli- - - - - - - - - - -
5 9 4 cells grown in MCGB mediumat 3 9 ° were infectedwith
X c 1 8 5 7 cro 2 7 P 3 at differentm . o . i . shownat the rightof the
figure . P ulse - labelingwas carried out with 3 H - uridine for
3 min , and the indicatedtimes placed at the center of this
period . T he 3 H - RNA extractedfrom the infectedcells was
hybridizedto the r - strand DNA of X imm 8 O as describedin
M aterials and M ethods . T he backgroundcounts obtainedwith -
out DNA have been subtracted, and the values representedare
the percentageof the total input 3 H - RNA ( both E . col i and ) . )
that hybridizedto the r strand of r imm 8 0 DNA . L ess than
0 . 0 1 % of the uninfectedE . coli 3 H - RNA hybridizedwith the .
r - strandDNAof X imm8 0 .
m . o . i . = 2 ; m. o . i . = 5 ;

















Fig. 11 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from r strand of rcI47 DNA. E. coli 594 cells grown in MCGB
medium at 37 were infected with rcI47 at different m. o. i.
shown at the right of the figure. Pulse-labeling was carried
out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and the indicated times placed
at the center of this period. The 3H-RNA extracted from the
infected cells was hybridized to the r-strand DNA of rcI47
as described in Materials and Methods. The background counts
obtained without DNA have been subtracted, and the values
represented are the percentage of the total input 3H-RNA
(both E. coli and )Q that hybridized to the r strands of
rcI47. Less than 0.01% of the uninfected E. coli 3H-RNA
hybridized with the r-strand DNA of rcI47.
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Fig. 12 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from r strand of c147029P3 DNA. E. coli 594 cells grown in
MCGB. medium at 37° were infected with c147029P3 at different
m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Pulse-labeling was
carried out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and the indicated times
placed at the center of this period. The 3H-RNA extracted
from the infected cells was hybridized to the r-strand DNA of
c147 as described in Materials and Methods. The background
counts obtained without DNA have been subtracted, and the
values represented are the percentage of the total input 3H-
RNA (both E. coli and ) that hybridized to the r strands
of Xc147. Less than 0.01% of the uninfected E. coli 3H-RNA
hybridized with the r-strand DNA of Xc147.
m.o. i.= 2 M.o. i._ 5

















Fig. 13 The effect of multiplicity of infection on the transcription
from r strand of rc1857cro27P3 DNA. E. coli 594 cells grown
in MCGB medium at 39° were infected with rc1857cro27P3 at
different m.o.i. shown at the right of the figure. Pulse-
labeling was carried out with 3H-uridine for 3 min, and the
indicated times placed at the center of this period. The
3H-RNA extracted from the infected cells was hybridized to
the r-strand DNA of rc147 as described in Materials and
Methods. The background counts obtained without DNA have been
subtracted, and the values represented are the percentage of
the total input 3H-RNA (both E. coli and r) that hybridized
to the r strands of rcI47. Less than 0.01% of the uninfected
E. coli 3H-RNA hybridized with the r-strand DNA of rc147,

















Correlation between Transcriptional and Translational Experiments
The transcriptional results reported in this communication are
consistent with other similar gene dosage or multiplicity of infection
experiments at the translational level. Using cIII cII
cIII P, and) cI 0 P- phages, endolysin (late gene) synthesis is
shown to decrease as m.o.i. increases (Tsui and Mark, 1976). This
observation is consistent with the transcriptional results shown in
Fig. 8 &9. Using trp-lac c1857 and trp-lac c18570 P, -galacto-
sidase synthesis initiated from the promoter PL is shown to decrease
as m.o.i. increases (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation). This
is consistent with the transcriptional data shown in Fig. 2& 3. When
the cro gene is inactivated, 3-galactosidase synthesis initiated from
the promoter PL in trp-lac croP infected cells is shown to increase
with increasing m.o.i. (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation), and
this is confirmed by the transcriptional results shown in Fig. 4. The
endolysin synthesis from -lac croP infected cells increases with
increasing m.o.i. (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation), and con-
sistency is again observed as shown in Fig. 10. The early rightward
transcription (x-P-o region) shows a mild response to multiplicity of
infection both in cro¢ and cro situations (Fig. 5, 6& 7). This
area is not covered from the translational data because no suitable
assay marker is available in this region.
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cro Product Repression
The results shown in Fig. 4, 7, 10 and 13 clearly demonstrate
that in the absence of the negative controlling cro protein, trans-
cription from every segment of the lambda chromosome increases with
increasing m.o.i. This leads to the obvious conclusion that the extent
of transcription inversely proportional to m.o.i. in all cro+ cases
is due to the repressive effect of the cro protein (cI repressor is
inactive in all cases).
The cro gene lies in the x region of the phage genome and is
immediately expressed from promoter P-R after infection or induction
(Fig. 1 Szybalski et al., 1970). Both transcriptional and translational
results show that the expression of the early and the late lambda genes
is a function of the m. o. i. in the absence of the regulatory cro and
cI products (see Fig. 4, 7, 10, 13; Luk and Mark, manuscript in pre-
paration). It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that the synthesis
of the cro protein is also a function of m.o. i. before the cro protein
has reached the inhibitory level (cI repressor is kept inactive through-
out the experiment). Increasing m.o.i. would increase the rate of cro
protein synthesis in the initial stage of infection- As a result, the
inhibitory level of the cro protein is reached earlier and attained
higher level. This obviously leads to the reduction of transcription
as m.o.i. increases (see Fig. 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 & 12).
It has been shown that the cro protein has a much stronger
inhibition on the leftward transcription from promoter P-T than on the
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rightward transcription from the promoter PR (Kumar et al., 1970
Takeda et al., 1975). We also observe stronger m.o.i. effect in cro+
cases on the leftward transcription than on the early rightward trans-
cription (x-P-Q region). Fig. 3 shows that c147029P3 infected cells
best illustrate this case. At m.o.i. of 20 leftward transcription is
drastically reduced soon after infection, but not much change after-
wards while at m.o.i. of 2, early leftward transcription is very
high, but the rate of transcription is significantly reduced at a later
time. By the concept of m.o.i. controlled cro protein level discussed
above, it is expected that the initial cro protein at m.o.i. of 20 is
already very high, and the leftward transcription is repressed at the
initial stage. On the other hand, the initial cro protein at m. o. i. of
2 is low, so leftward transcription proceeds rapidly until the cro
protein finally reaches the inhibitory level at a later time, but still
not as high as attained with m.o.i. of 20. The early rightward trans-
cription (x-P-Q region) has a mild response to the inhibition of trans-
cription at increasing m.o.i. (see Fig. 5 6). This is consistent
with the observation that cro protein only sightly represses the right-
ward promoter PR (Takeda et al., 1975). In addition to the cro
repression, increasing the leftward transcription from the promoter Pre
might also reduce the rightward transcription in x-P-Q region (Tsui
and Mark, 1976).
The late transcription (A-J-b2 region) is also repressed by
increasing m.o.i. in cro+ conditions (Fig. 8 & 9). Since protein is
required for extending (antiterminator) the transcription initiated
I
from the late promoter, PR, into the late gene region (Roberts, 1975
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Sklar et al., 1975), and some authors have speculated that fairly
high level of Q protein is needed for such antitermination activity
(Echols, 1971; Dove, 1968), the repression of early rightward (x-p-g
region) transcription by increasing m.o.i. (Fig. 5&6) would lead to
reduced Q gene expression which would indirectly reduce the late
transcription.
Gene Dosage Effect
Gene dosage has long been assumed or postulated to be one of
the controlling factors for the extent of gene expression (Szybalski,
1972; Nijkamp et al., 1970; Takeda, 1975; Marimo and Giannelli, 1975;
Tan, 1975; Reichardt, 1975a; Epstein et al., 1977); however, very little
work has been published trying to confirm this relationship (Mark, 1970;
Tsui and Mark, 1976; Chandler and Pritchard, 1975; Mark et al., 1976).
The difficulty in obtaining clean cut results to this effect lies on
(1) the difficulties in controlling the gene dosage inside the cell.
In this respect, the bacteriophage system offers some advantage. (2)
The extent of gene expression is precisely controlled in biological
system. Increasing the gene dosage for a particular gene might also
increase the gene dosage for the negative controlling gene. Therefore,
the gene dosage effect on the extent of gene expression can be clearly
observed only when the function of the interfering controlling genes
has been removed, or in simplified systems where no negative gene
is involved. The results presented in this communication show that the
cro gene product posts a serious interference for the extent of trans-
cription from various regions of the lambda genome as a function of m. o. i.
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In the absence of the interfering cI and cro gene products, we
show that the rate of transcription from the various regions in the
lambda genome is a function of m.o.i. or gene dosage present. Other
simplified systems also demonstrate a good correlation between the rate
of gene expression and the gene dosage present. The synthesis of B-
galactosidase (z gene product) from the inserted lac promoter in
plac5c1857O29P3 infected cells in the absence of lac repressor is
proportional to m.o.i. (Luk and Mark manuscript in preparation). The
synthesis of lambda morphogenetic proteins from internal duplication or
triplication of morphogenetic genes shows good gene dosage correlation
(Ray and Pearson, 1976). The synthesis of B-galactosidase from the
lambda leftward promoter, PL, in XtrE-lac cI857cro P infected cells
is proportional to m. o. i. (Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation).
The synthesis of pre-early RNA from bacteriophage T5 again shows good
correlation with m.o.i. (Brunschede and Bremer, 1976). We can, there-
fore, conclude that basically, excluding the negative controlling factors,
the extent of gene expression is proportional to the gene dosage present
in the prokaryotic system.
The synthesis of large amount of structural proteins late in the
infective cycle is a very general feature of virus infection. In many
bacteriophage systems, the expression of these structural genes in
quantities depends on DNA replication (Nijkamp et al., 1970 Dove, 1966
Mark, 1970 Lembach et al., 1969). However, uncertainty still exists
as to whether the requirement for DNA replication is due to gene dosage
effect or some DNA replicated forms are required for the expression of
the structural genes.
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In the lambda phage system, significant amount of endolysin
(Luk and Mark, manuscript in preparation) and late transcription (Fig.
10) are produced at high m. o. i. in the absence of cro gene product and
DNA replication. The data lead us to believe that the production of
large amount of structural proteins in conjunction with DNA replication
is due to the gene dosage amplification.
In the eukaryotic system, the vast amount of literatures on
repeating genes (Edstrom and Lambert, 1975; Tartof, 1975), polyploidy
(Reichert and Winter, 1975 Movva et al., 1978), aneuploidy (Eicher and
Coleman, 1977: Epstein et al., 1977), and oogenesis (Hourcade et al.,
1973) have fully established the fact that multiple copies of a particular
gene have universal occurance, and likely to be of great significance to
the eukaryotic cell. In light of our recent observation as well as others
that prokaryotic genes are expressed as a function of the gene dosage in
the absence of regulatory control, it is very tempting to speculate that
the multiple gene copies in the eukaryotic cell are used for regulating
the rate of synthesis or the amount of gene products present in the cell.
Damage of Host Cells at High M.O.I.
Previous investigators (Cohen and Chang, 1970) have shown that
host m-RNA and protein synthesis are both sharply reduced after.'r. phage
infection, and the extent of reduction is m.o. i. dependent. Also rn.o. i.
has a pronouncedeffect on the rate of 3H-thymidine incorporation in
r-infected cells (McMacken et al., 1970). We have also shown that
some (S-galactosidase (large molecules) may leak out of host cells
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after r or T4 phage infection at very high m.o.i., but the leakage
after r phage infection is much smaller than that from T4 phage (Tsui
and Mark, 1976). Therefore, one would expect that the internal
environment of the infected cell at high m.o.i. is somewhat damaged.
This might explain why the rate of transcription at high m.o.i. does
not increase in proportion to m.o.i. in cro- conditions.
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